Graduates,

It is amazing to see so many students graduating from the University of Nebraska at Omaha today. Congratulations! Thank you for allowing UNO to be a part of your journey.

Today marks a culmination of dedication, perseverance, and hard work. The road you have taken here has been one of growth, learning, and personal development. As you stand at the threshold of this new chapter, equipped with knowledge, skills, and experiences, garnered within these walls, I have no doubt that you are prepared to make a meaningful impact on the world.

After crossing the stage, you will step into a new, exciting part of our Maverick community: our alumni network. You are joining a network of outstanding professionals: great community leaders, professional athletes, and ingenious inventors, to name a few. As you embark on your next adventure, you will always be a part of UNO’s story and the Maverick family. You take the relationships you have built here on our campus and bring them with you, and we will watch and celebrate your achievements with great pride.

Seize every opportunity that you can, and always look toward the next horizon. Remember, this is not just a celebration of academic accomplishments but also a recognition of the relationships formed, challenges overcome, and lessons learned beyond the textbooks and lectures. Your journey does not end here, it transforms into a new phase brimming with opportunities waiting to be seized.

No matter how far your next adventure takes you, remember that UNO will always be with you. Because once you are a Maverick, you are always a Maverick.

Get out there and change the world!

Best wishes,

JOANNE LI, Ph.D., CFA
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GRADUATE COLLEGE
- Doctoral Programs
- Educational Specialist
- Executive Master of Science in Information Technology
- Master of Accounting
- Master of Architectural Engineering
- Master of Arts
- Master of Arts for Teachers of Mathematics
- Master of Business Administration
- Master of Business Administration—Executive MBA
- Master of Fine Arts
- Master of Music
- Master of Public Administration
- Master of Public Health
- Master of Science
- Master of Social Work

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
- Bachelor of Arts
- Bachelor of Science

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, HEALTH, AND HUMAN SCIENCES
- Bachelor of Science in Education
- Bachelor of Science in Biomechanics
- Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology
- Bachelor of Science in Public Health

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
- Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

COLLEGE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND COMMUNITY SERVICE
- Bachelor of Science in Criminology and Criminal Justice
- Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies
- Bachelor of Science in Social Work
- Bachelor of Science in Aviation
- Bachelor of Science in Emergency Management
- Bachelor of Science in Gerontology

COLLEGE OF INFORMATION SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
- Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
- Bachelor of Science in Management Information Systems
- Bachelor of Science in Bioinformatics
- Bachelor of Science in Cybersecurity
- Bachelor of Science in IT Innovation

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION, FINE ARTS AND MEDIA
- Bachelor of Arts in Art History
- Bachelor of Arts in Communication
- Bachelor of Arts in Music
- Bachelor of Arts in Studio Art
- Bachelor of Arts in Theatre
- Bachelor of Fine Arts
- Bachelor of Music
- Bachelor of Science in Communication

UNL COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
- Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
- Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
- Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering
- Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering
- Bachelor of Science in Construction Management
- Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
- Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

CORD COLORS

HONOR SOCIETIES
- UNO Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa
  National Leadership Honor Society
- Phi Kappa Phi (and/or with navy/gold stoles)
  The nation’s most selective all-discipline academic honor organization
- Pi Gamma Mu (with blue tassels)
  International Honor Society in Social Science

UNITED STATES MILITARY
- U.S. Military Service Members and Veterans
- U.S. Military Spouses and Dependents
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES WITH HONORS

Grades awarded in all courses taken at all colleges and universities attended are included in computing the Grade Point Average (GPA) for determining eligibility for honors. It should be noted that the GPA included in the student grade reports issued by the Office of the University Registrar reflects only courses taken at UNO, UNL, UNMC, and UNK.

- To all graduates whose scholastic average for their entire university career and at UNO is 3.87 or above, the degree is conferred summa cum laude.
- To all graduates whose scholastic average for their entire university career and at UNO is 3.63 or above, but below 3.87, the degree is conferred magna cum laude.
- To all graduates whose scholastic average for their entire university career and at UNO is 3.51 or above, but below 3.63, the degree is conferred cum laude.
- To qualify for honors, a student must have earned at least 60 semester hours within the University of Nebraska system, 30 hours of which must be completed at the University of Nebraska at Omaha and in which letter grades of “A,” “B,” “C,” or “D” are received.

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES WITH HONORS EXTRA MUROS

These degrees are awarded to transfer students who have not completed the required 60 semester hours of credit within the University of Nebraska system required for cum laude, magna cum laude, or summa cum laude honors.

UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM

The University Honors Program is a Universitywide program providing maximum educational opportunities for students of high ability through specially designed multidisciplinary seminars and participation in an academic level not generally possible in usual curricular offerings.

Honors at UNO began in the College of Arts and Sciences and became Universitywide in 1978. It is governed through the office of the Senior Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and administered through the Honors Director. All UNO colleges implement the University Honors Program curriculum.

As part of their Honors Program requirements, students undertake a project that results in a Senior Honors Thesis or Capstone or Practicum. Students who have been designated in this booklet as Honors Program students have fulfilled the academic requirements of this program. Honors Program graduates wear red stoles.

HISTORIES

HISTORY OF THE HOOD AND ROBE

Identification of the hood and robe as academic apparel is believed to have originated at the English universities of Oxford and Cambridge during the 12th and 13th centuries. The hoods are a carry-over from a time when monks, who operated these universities, wore them to protect their shaved heads in winter. The robes are an adaptation of the shoulder capes also worn by the monks while collecting alms.

Use of the academic robe came to the United States in 1754, with the founding of what is now Columbia University. In 1895, a commission of university officials adopted a universal code of design and color for the academic garb. The code has undergone several revisions over the years.

Styling of the robes varies for the bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees, with the width of sleeve borders and length of the hood increasing with each advanced degree. Hoods are not normally used for bachelor’s degrees today. Instead, tassel colors are used to indicate the degree program. All doctoral degree recipients are indicated by a gold tassel.

HISTORY OF THE MACE

University maces symbolize the authority and independence of a chartered university and the authority vested in the chancellor. They are typically carried in at the beginning of a convocation ceremony or commencement.

DEGREES WITH DISTINCTION

In recognition of outstanding academic excellence, the UNL College of Engineering recommends bachelor’s degrees with Distinction, High Distinction, and Highest Distinction.

- Candidates for the bachelor’s degree who have successfully completed the program to which they were admitted and achieved a 3.97 cumulative GPA and above and a recommendation from the department will receive a degree with Highest Distinction.
- Candidates for the bachelor’s degree who have successfully completed the program to which they were admitted and achieved a 3.97 cumulative GPA and above will receive a degree with High Distinction.
- Candidates for the bachelor’s degree who have successfully completed the program to which they were admitted and achieved a 3.89 cumulative GPA and above will receive a degree with Distinction.

HONORS LEGEND

Students graduating with honors are distinguished with the following abbreviations listed after their names.

- scl Summa Cum Laude
- mcl Magna Cum Laude
- cl Cum Laude
- * 4.0 grade point average
- HD Highest Distinction
- hd High Distinction
- d Distinction
- em Extra Muros

MEDALLION COLORS

Students receiving their bachelor’s degree with honors will be presented medallions in the colors indicated below.

- Summa Cum Laude
- Magna Cum Laude
- Cum Laude

UNL College of Engineering students receiving their bachelor’s degrees with honors will be presented medallions in the colors indicated below.

- Highest Distinction
- High Distinction
- Distinction
9 A.M. GRADUATION CEREMONY
ORDER OF PROGRAM

Processional

Presentation of the Colors
Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps, Detachment 470

National Anthem
Yasmine Elrefaie, Anna Freivogel, Mckenna Hendricks, Sam Howdle, Cora Kirby, and Emery Schuyler
College of Communication, Fine Arts and Media

Master of Ceremonies and Welcome Remarks
Ni (Phil) He, Ph.D., Senior Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Board of Regents Remarks
Regent Jack Stark, Ph.D.

Chancellor’s Welcome
Joanne Li, Ph.D., CFA, Chancellor

Chancellor’s Medal Award
Presented to Connie Schaffer, Ed.D.

Order of the Tower Award
Presented to Lisa Y. Roskens

Alumni Congratulations
Anthony Flott, M.A., Executive Director, UNO Alumni Engagement

Alumni Achievement Award
Presented to Rolland Thompson

Student Speaker
Ja’Nae Smith, College of Arts and Sciences

Keynote Speaker
Julia Boorstin

YOUR BIG MOMENT

Doctoral, Educational Specialist, and Master’s Degrees
Juan Casas, Ph.D.,
Dean for Graduate Studies

Bachelor’s Degrees
Melanie Bloom, Ph.D.,
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Lance C. Pérez, Ph.D.,
Dean, College of Engineering (UNL)
Neal Grandgenett, Ph.D.,
Interim Dean, College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences

Conferral of Degrees
Joanne Li, Ph.D., CFA, Chancellor

Closing Remarks
Joanne Li, Ph.D., CFA, Chancellor

Recessional
Graduates and families will reunite outside of the arena.
STUDENT MARSHAL

Diedra Reeves
Graduate College

Aaron Ossino
College of Arts and Sciences

Kaitlyn Frey
College of Engineering (UNL)

Brooke Covington
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences

Jonathan Santo
College of Arts and Sciences

NATIONAL ANTHEM

Mckenna Hendricks, Anna Freivogel, Sam Howdle, Yasmine Elrefaie, Cora Kirby, and Emery Schuyler (not pictured)
College of Communication, Fine Arts and Media
Lisa Y. Roskens is the Chief Executive Officer of Burlington Capital, LLC. Under Ms. Roskens’ leadership, the organization was restructured to focus on real estate, agribusiness, and venture capital. Burlington Capital has acquired, financed, and/or managed assets totaling over $7 billion. Roskens presided over the sale of Burlington Capital’s two publicly traded subsidiaries, America First Multifamily Investors (ATAX) and America First Apartment Investors (APRO) and Burlington’s subsequent entry into the venture capital sector. Burlington has recently begun to offer business transition services that help companies take the next step in their growth and development through access to the broader capital markets.

She has extensive experience with international markets, complex projects with government at all levels, and developing entrepreneurial businesses. She is committed to Burlington’s involvement in the community particularly in providing affordable housing for veterans, building a new, state of the art juvenile detention center, and promoting projects that have a positive effect on the community.

In addition to her business endeavors, she has deep ties to equestrian pursuits, including running her own horse farm, extensive work with equine assisted therapy and as part of the team to bring the 2017 and 2023 FEI World Cup Finals to Omaha. She is married to Bill Roskens with two children, Charlie and Mary.
Rolland “RC” Thompson is the founder and CEO of Tactical Air Support (Tactical Air). Founded as a commercial TOPGUN, Tactical Air is redefining government contracting as a non-traditional defense company focused on value-based, innovative, and technology-driven products and services for the U.S. Armed Forces. Tactical Air’s hallmark is their highly upgraded F-5 Advanced Tiger fighter aircraft, where a digital infusion of proprietary capabilities allows a 60s vintage design to replicate today’s most sophisticated threats.

Prior to founding Tactical Air, Thompson served five years in the U.S. Army and 26 years in the Navy. Some of his many assignments and positions included: “Exec” to the Commander, U.S. Strategic Command; commander of an Operational Carrier Air Wing and Strike Warfare Commander during Operation Enduring Freedom where he led the combat flight operations of three carrier Air Wings; Commanding Officer of TOPGUN; and Director of Training at the Naval Strike and Air Warfare Center (NSAWC).

His aviation experience includes two instructor tours at TOPGUN, over 1,200 carrier landings and 7,600 hours in tactical aircraft. He was designated an Army Aviator at 19 and has completed three combat deployments.

Thompson holds a Bachelor of Science degree in aeronautics from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, and a master’s in national security strategy from the National War College. He earned an Executive MBA from UNO in 2005.

Thompson is passionate about veteran suicide prevention and has sponsored events supporting the Wounded Warrior Foundation, the Step-Up Foundation, and the Navy SEAL Foundation.

He enjoys sailing, soaring, motorcycling, and outdoor adventuring of any type. He has three daughters and lives in Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida with his wingman/wife Angela.

Ja’Nae Smith was born and raised in Omaha, Nebraska until the age of six. After moving and graduating from Hinckley-Finlayson High School in Hinckley, Minnesota, she decided to move back home to Omaha to start her journey as a UNO Maverick in 2016. Today she will be graduating with her bachelor’s degree in psychology, with a concentration in industrial-organizational psychology. Throughout her Maverick journey, she has been a part of the UNO Student Government and UNO Greek Life. Smith has notably held the position of the first Black female SGA speaker of senate, president and membership intake coordinator of the Tau Alpha chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc., and president of the National Pan-Hellenic Council.

Her involvement and love for UNO has inspired her to want to pursue a career in higher education and give back to college students just like her. She has made so many meaningful connections with peers and mentors and is thankful for their support and guidance through her time at UNO. Along with being a full-time student, she is also a full-time staff member at UNO and wants to continue to grow professionally within the university. Smith states, “UNO has been home for me. College has not been easy, but it’s taught me a lot about myself and about who I am becoming. For me, being the commencement speaker is not just about delivering a speech to my fellow graduates, but it’s truly a full circle moment for me. It’s an ode to my journey at UNO.”
Julia Boorstin is CNBC’s senior media and tech correspondent based at the network’s Los Angeles Bureau. She is also a contributor to CNBC’s “TechCheck” franchise. Boorstin covers media and tech with a focus on its intersection and technological innovation, and delivers reporting, analysis, and interviews for the network. Previously, she was part of the ensemble for CNBC’s daily program, “TechCheck,” that ran from April 2021 to February 2023. She joined CNBC in May 2006 as a general assignment reporter and in 2007 moved to Los Angeles to cover media.


In 2013, Boorstin created and launched the CNBC Disruptor 50, an annual list she oversees, highlighting the private companies transforming the economy and challenging companies in established industries.

Additionally, she reported a documentary on the future of television for the network, “Stay Tuned... The Future of TV.” She also helped launch CNBC’s ‘Closing the Gap’ initiative covering the people and companies closing gender gaps and leads CNBC’s coverage of studies on this topic.

Boorstin joined CNBC from Fortune magazine where she was a business writer and reporter since 2000. During that time, she was also a contributor to “Street Life,” a live market wrap-up segment on CNN Headline News. In 2003, 2004, and 2006, The Journalist and Financial Reporting newsletter named Boorstin to the “TJFR 30 under 30 list of the most promising business journalists under 30 years old. She has also worked as an intern for the State Department’s delegation to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development and for Vice President Gore’s domestic policy office.

She graduated with honors from Princeton University with a B.A. in history. She was also an editor of The Daily Princetonian.
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ORDER OF PROGRAM

Processional

Presentation of the Colors
Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps, Detachment 470

National Anthem
Yasmine Elrefaie, Anna Freivogel, Mckenna Hendricks, Sam Howdle, Cora Kirby, and Emery Schuyler
College of Communication, Fine Arts and Media

Master of Ceremonies and Welcome Remarks
Ni (Phil) He, Ph.D., Senior Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Board of Regents Remarks
Regent Barbara Weitz, MPA, MSW

Chancellor’s Welcome
Joanne Li, Ph.D., CFA, Chancellor

Chancellor’s Medal Award
Presented to Mike Kemp

Honorary Degree
Presented to Rick Lanoha

Order of the Tower Award
Presented to Thomas and Aileen Warren

Alumni Congratulations
Anthony Flott, M.A., Executive Director, UNO Alumni Engagement

Alumni Achievement Award
Presented to Debra K. Anderson

Student Speaker
Ellen Vogltanz, College of Business Administration

THE MAIN EVENT

Doctoral and Master’s Degrees
Juan Casas, Ph.D., Dean for Graduate Studies

Bachelor’s Degrees
Michelle Trawick, Ph.D., Dean, College of Business Administration
John Bartle, Ph.D., Dean, College of Public Affairs and Community Service
Martha Garcia-Murillo, Ph.D., Dean, College of Information Science & Technology
Michael Hilt, Ph.D., Dean, College of Communication, Fine Arts and Media

Conferral of Degrees
Joanne Li, Ph.D., CFA, Chancellor

Closing Remarks
Joanne Li, Ph.D., CFA, Chancellor

Recessional
Graduates and families will reunite outside of the arena.
Martha Josephine Schooley  
Graduate College

Yuki Asai  
College of Business Administration

Taban Jock  
College of Public Affairs and Community Service

Arber Biqku  
College of Information Science 
& Technology

Sara Zaleski  
College of Communication, 
Fine Arts and Media

Mark Gilbert  
College of Communication, 
Fine Arts and Media

Mckenna Hendricks, Anna Freivogel, Sam Howdle, 
Yasmine Elrefaie, Cora Kirby, and Emery Schuyler  
(not pictured)  
College of Communication, Fine Arts and Media
Mike Kemp became UNO’s first head hockey coach on July 1, 1996, and remained there for 12 years. He was elevated to associate athletic director in 2009 and in 2019, was named senior associate athletic director - events/facilities. In 2021, he was named executive associate athletic director.

He oversaw the design and construction of several campus athletic facilities including the conversion of Caniglia Field into one of the premier soccer facilities in college athletics and the design and construction of Baxter Arena.

After two years of play as an independent, the Mavericks were admitted into the Central Collegiate Hockey Conference (CCHA) in 1999. Under Kemp’s guidance, UNO had an average sixth place finish in the 12-team league and earned home playoff games in eight of those 10 years. In their first season, the Mavs defeated 11 of 12 CCHA opponents while ending the season with a runner-up finish at the conference tournament. He was named the CCHA Coach of the Year in 2005.

Kemp began his coaching career in 1976 at his alma mater, Gustavus Adolphus College, where he served as assistant coach from 1976-1981. For 14 seasons, he served as an assistant coach/recruiting coordinator at Wisconsin. He spent one season as the assistant coach/recruiting coordinator at Illinois-Chicago.

He served on the Board of Governors of the American Hockey Coaches Association, was a member of the Board of Directors of the Special Olympics of Nebraska, was a board member of the Nebraska Sports Council, and served as a board member of the Omaha Sports Hall of Fame.

In 2009 he was inducted into the Omaha Hockey Hall of Fame and was inducted into the Omaha Sports Hall of Fame in 2013. In 2020, Kemp received the NCHC Commissioners award for leadership to hockey. Kemp and his wife, Julie have two married daughters, Emily and Sarah, and six grandchildren.

Aileen serves as the president and CEO of the Institute for Career Advancement Needs (ICAN), a nonprofit organization whose mission is to develop leaders to transform the organizations and communities they serve.

A UNO Goodrich Scholarship recipient, she earned a bachelor’s and master’s degree in social work. She has worked for the YWCA and Urban League of Nebraska, followed by a career in Human Resources working for First National Bank and UNMC.

She has worked with the Boys and Girls Club of the Midlands and Omaha Home for Boys. She is also an NU Foundation Trustee and was recently appointed to the Omaha Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors.

She was selected as the 2006 Boys and Girls Club of the Midlands Woman of the Year, and 2018 Ak-Sar-Ben Court of Honor recipient.

Thomas served 24 years in law enforcement, including four years as chief of the Omaha Police Department (OPD). He was the first African American to serve as chief of OPD, and during his tenure, improved police-community relations, and reduced the overall crime rate for four consecutive years.

He retired from OPD in 2008 and became president and Chief Executive Officer of Urban League of Nebraska. He currently serves as chief of staff to Omaha mayor Jean Stothert.

He has B.S. in interdisciplinary major in criminal justice and sociology and an M.S. in criminal justice and an option in public administration.

He served as a commissioner on the Board of Directors of the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA), and co-chairs the Douglas County’s Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiative.

He was inducted into the Boys and Girls Club of America Hall of Fame in 2004. He received the Whitney M. Young Jr. Service Award from the Boys Scouts of America-Mid America Council in 2019.

They have been married for 39 years and have three children and two grandsons.
Debra K. Anderson, Ph.D., MSW, has more than 35 years of experience in child welfare, mental health, and education. She is currently the district mental health liaison for Papillion La Vista Community Schools where she works to ensure that students have access to quality mental health support. She is an adjunct professor and program manager at the University of Nebraska at Omaha’s Grace Abbott School of Social Work.

Anderson served as deputy director at Project Harmony Child Advocacy Center and was the founding director of a school-based mental health program and a national child abuse and neglect training institute. She has worked as a consultant and professional associate for Action for Child Protection in Charlotte, North Carolina; technical assistant for the Nebraska Child Abuse Prevention Fund Board; and child protective service supervisor with the Nebraska Department of Social Services.

Anderson holds a bachelor’s degree in social work from the University of Mary, and a master’s degree in social work from the University of Missouri. She earned a doctorate in public administration from the University of Nebraska at Omaha in 2000.

She has shared her expertise at national and international conferences including the National Children’s Alliance Leadership Conference, the National Conference on School Mental Health and the International Conference on Child and Family Maltreatment. She has contributed to several books, journals, and other publications on child welfare and social work.

Anderson currently serves on the Board of Directors for the NExT Foundation and Lift-Up Sarpy County, Community Collaborative; is a member of BRIDGE Advisory Board; a community representative for the Nebraska Methodist College, Institutional Review Board Committee; a member of the Nebraska School Mental Health Conference Steering Committee; and a co-founder and member of the Nebraska School Mental Health Collaborative. She is also a member of the Dean’s Advisory Committee for UNO’s College of Public Affairs and Community Service.

Rick Lanoha is president and chief executive officer of Kiewit Corporation. He’s also a member of Kiewit’s Executive Leadership Committee and was elected to the board of directors in 2009.

Lanoha was promoted to CEO in 2020 after overseeing all company operations as chief operating officer beginning in 2016. He began his Kiewit career in 1986 as a part-time employee and soon after joined the company’s Southern California District working as a field engineer, superintendent, and project manager.

In 2000, he began to take on more senior roles including area manager, district manager, senior vice president, and division manager.

In 2010, he was named executive vice president of Kiewit Industrial Group and was responsible for the Kiewit Energy, Cherne Contracting Corp., Kiewit Power, and The Industrial Company (TIC) divisions of Kiewit. In 2012, he was promoted to president of Kiewit Energy Group, overseeing its two divisions – Kiewit Oil, Gas & Chemical and Kiewit Power.

He has a bachelor’s degree in construction engineering from the University of Nebraska at Omaha. He currently sits on the board of Valmont Industries, Inc. and is a member of Business Roundtable, an association of CEOs of leading U.S. companies.
Omaha has been home for Vogltanz for 22 years. She grew up attending Shakespeare on the Green hosted in Elmwood Park, a summer picnic tradition with her friends and family. She enjoys visiting local coffee shops, eating watermelon, and taking her daily naps. Her friends describe her as “caffeine in human form.” She did not want to attend college because in her mind it would be “just more school.” Thanks to her friends, Morgan Dickey and William Scheapner recommending the CBA Scholars Academy Scholarship program, she attended UNO.

She will be receiving her Bachelor of Science in business administration with concentrations in human resources and management & leadership. She has been a member of the Student Marketing Association, Students in Leadership & Management, and the College of Business Administration Dean’s Student Advisory Council. She served as treasurer, vice president, and president of the Human Resource Association, student ambassador for Beta Gamma Sigma, and was a student worker for the CBA Scholars Academy.

Her favorite moments from college include speaking at the dedication ceremony for the Rod Rhoden Business Innovation Center in Mammel Hall, traveling to France on a study abroad trip with the CBA Scholars Academy, and creating a community of lifelong role models, mentors, and friends.

After graduation, she will pursue a career in HR with a focus in the professional development facet of training. She hopes to eventually consult executive leadership teams on how to communicate effectively with younger generations joining the workforce. She is incredibly grateful for her time of growth and learning at UNO and is excited to apply her knowledge from the classroom to the real world and be a UNO Maverick for life!
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Carolin C. Bronscum
BA, Florida Atlantic University, 2018; MS, Florida Atlantic University, 2020; Criminology and Criminal Justice, “Examining the Relationship Between Victim-Self-Protective Behaviors and Sexual Assault Case Processing” Advised by: Tara Richards, Ph.D.

Salvatore Anthony Leone
BA, Creighton University, 2016; MA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2020, Psychology, “Reducing Employee Burnout: The Mediating Role of Creativity” Advised by: Roni Reiter-Palmon, Ph.D.

Jennifer Kathleen Cady
2011; Master of Education, Concordia University, 2013; Educational Administration, “Experiences of Recent Nebraska Education Specialists” Advised by: Tami Williams, Ed.D.

Laura K. Rademacher
BS, Peru State College, 2011; Master of Education, Chadron State College, 2015; Master of Arts for Teachers, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2020, Educational Administration, “A Study of Math Anxiety in Teachers” Advised by: Elliott Osterl, Ed.D.

Kristina Louise Kluever Peterkin
BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1992, MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1995; Educational Administration, “Culturally Responsive Care in a Dominican Republic Clinical Learning Experience With Communication Disorders Graduate Students” Advised by: Kay Keiser, Ed.D.

Lauren K. Rademacher
BS, Peru State College, 2011; Master of Education, Chadron State College, 2015; Master of Arts for Teachers, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2020, Educational Administration, “A Study of Math Anxiety in Teachers” Advised by: Elliott Osterl, Ed.D.

Nadjine Tresa Maliaikkal
BA, University of New Hampshire, 2015; MA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2020, Psychology, “Cultural Creative Leadership: A Meta-Analytic Examination of Leader Personality Predictors” Advised by: Roni Reiter-Palmon, Ph.D.

Kaleena Rachel Odd
BA, Hastings College, 2017; MA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2019; Gerontology, “Multidimensional Retirement Preparation Throughout Adulthood in the United States” Advised by: Julie Blaskwicz Baron, Ph.D.

Patemeh Shaipoori
BS, Bu-Ali Sina University, 2010; MS, University of Tehran, 2013; Computing & Information Science, “Iwa Essays on Business Intelligence Systems” Advised by: Kerry Ward, Ph.D.

Philip Paul Simmons
BA, Rawan University, 2013; MA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2017; Psychology, “Organizational Responses to Racial Mega-Threats: Effects of Action Orientation and Message Source on Black and White People’s Perceptions of Organizational Support for Diversity and Inclusion, Employment Attractiveness, and Organizational Justice” Advised by: Carey Ryan, Ph.D.

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Jennifer Kathleen Cady

Ashley Renee Gartner

Gabriel Gutiérrez
BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2015, MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2019; Educational Administration, “Striving for Sustainability: Insights About Attraction From Post-Service Critical Teachers of Color” Advised by: Tami Williams, Ed.D.

Courtney Nicole Matulka
BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2008, MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2010; Educational Administration, “Experiences of Recent Nebraska STEM Teachers Who Have Left Teaching” Advised by: Tami Williams, Ed.D.

Kristina Louise Kluever Peterkin
BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1992; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1995; Educational Administration, “Culturally Responsive Care in a Dominican Republic Clinical Learning Experience With Communication Disorders Graduate Students” Advised by: Kay Keiser, Ed.D.

Laura K. Rademacher
BS, Peru State College, 2011; Master of Education, Chadron State College, 2015; Master of Arts for Teachers, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2020, Educational Administration, “A Study of Math Anxiety in Teachers” Advised by: Elliott Osterl, Ed.D.

Jordan Thomas Rhodes
BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2011; MA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2015; Master of Education, Doane University, 2017; Educational Administration, “Relationship of Middle School and High School Math Course-Taking Patterns in Nebraska” Advised by: Tami Williams, Ed.D.

EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST

Jeffrey Charles Fauble
BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2019; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2022, School Psychology, “An Evaluation of the HOPS Intervention With a Peer Mentoring Component” Advised by: Adam Weaver, Ph.D.

Cassandra Marion Legband
Bachelor of Social Work, Creighton University, 2020; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2022; School Psychology, “Play Intervention and Its Impact on Social Skills of Preschool Children” Advised by: Lisa Kelly-Vance, Ph.D.

Lindsay Marie Meier
BS, Bowling Green State University, 2003; MS, University of Colorado, 2022; Educational Administration and Supervision, Advised by: Tami Williams, Ed.D.

Jaedyn Kennedy Morris
BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2020; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2022, School Psychology, “The Effect of Taunting on Academic Engagement and Prosocial Behavior” Advised by: Lisa Kelly-Vance, Ph.D.

Diego Ann Reeves
BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2020, MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2022, School Psychology, "Restorative Circles Training Through Video Modules: A Case Design With a Teacher From the Midwest" Advised by: Lisa Kelly-Vance, Ph.D.

Meghan Jo Rivera
BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2019, MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2022, School Psychology, “Using a Mindful Coloring Intervention to Reduce an Elementary Student’s Reading Anxiety” Advised by: Brian McKevitt, Ph.D.

Gabrielle Lacey Roberts
BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2020, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2020; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2022; School Psychology, “The Effectiveness of Using Video-Taped Models in Parent Training” Advised by: Brian McKevitt, Ph.D.

Garret Dean Roberts
BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2019; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2022, School Psychology, “Effects of Positive Peer Reporting on Prosocial Interactions and Classroom Climate” Advised by: Brian McKevitt, Ph.D.

Brianna Justine Stockton
BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2016, MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2022; School Psychology, “Evaluating the Effectiveness of a Functional Communication Training (FCT) Package With Special Education Educators” Advised by: Adam Weaver, Ph.D.

Shawna T. Tate
BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2006; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2009, Master of Education, Concordia University, 2012; Educational Administration and Supervision, Advised by: Tami Williams, Ed.D.

MASTER OF ARTS

Gina Marie Alati
English

Richard William Baus
Critical and Creative Thinking

Angie Nicole Benda
Psychology, “Zooming in on Trust Repair in Virtual Teams” Advised by: William Kramer, Ph.D.

Peyton Kay Bodemann
Athletic Training

Emma Jean Bondy

Heather Kirsten Braddock
Critical and Creative Thinking

Reese Carron
Sociology

Chu Han Chen
Athletic Training

Natalie Paige Cotton
Criminology and Criminal Justice, “Hiring Policies and Procedures of a Nationally Representative Sample of Police Departments and Sheriffs Offices” Advised by: Sadaf Hashimi, Ph.D.

Amy M. Crawford
English

Brayden J. Effie
Athletic Training

Morgan Alise Foxworthy
Mathematics, “Approximating Equations for the Renewal Function” Advised by: Steven From, Ph.D.

Morgan Marie Goslar
Criminology and Criminal Justice, “Assessing the Theoretical Correlates of Sexual and Physical Victimization in Adulthood” Advised by: Teresa Kulig, Ph.D.

Morgan Harms-Abasolo
English

Leah-Valentina Kim Haut
Language Teaching

Rebekah Hayes
English

Angeline Lucia Helseth
Gerontology

Nelly Hinnawi
Language Teaching
All names were candidates as of May 6, 2024. Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of the academic requirements.
Mitchell Stephen Eldridge  
IT Innovation  

Jessica L. Epp  
Geography  

Paige L. Erickson  
Counseling  

Matthew Hubert Estabrook  
Cybersecurity  

Renée Jennifer Fichna  
Special Education  

Shaneska Marie Flores  
Criminology and Criminal Justice  

Madeline Kay Foreman  
Economics  

Emily Elizabeth Foster  
Secondary Education  

Jonathan Michael Frazier  
Elementary Education  

Madeline Frierson  
Elementary Education  

Madison Lee Friesel  
Speech/Language Pathology  

Stephanie Margerie Fuentes  
Counseling  

Naomi Shira Gaca  
Elementary Education  

Mark Thomas Galesi  
Computer Science Education  

Riddhimoy Ghosh  
Data Science  

Dakota Kaleokalani Girdley  
Speech/Language Pathology  

Jacob Gleason  
Counseling  

Andrea Gonzalez  
Counseling  

Hannah Isabelle Goracke  
Counseling  

Megan Nicole Groth  
Speech/Language Pathology  

Dinesh Reddy Gudibandi  
Management Information Systems  

Isaiah James Hamlette  
Economics  

Erika Ameen Hanna  
Counseling  

Kasey Leanne Harvey  
Elementary Education  

Deni Rae Hayes  
Elementary Education  

Eric Henka  
Counseling  

Marley Marie Hook  
Speech/Language Pathology  

Madeline Jane Hurley  
Elementary Education  

Joshua Matthew Hutfless  
Cybersecurity  

Tina Hoang Huynh  
Counseling  

Samuel Muni Idras  
Health and Kinesiology  

Jacob Matthew Jagodzinski  
Computer Science Education  

Ayman Ibn Jaman  
Computer Science  

Andrew Johnson  
Criminology and Criminal Justice  

Kaitlyn Briann Johnson  
Special Education  

Max Johnson  
Counseling  

Danielle Nicole Jondle  
Criminology and Criminal Justice  

Trevor Ryan Jurjevich  
Data Science  

Calin David Kachek  
Computer Science  

Lydia Woodland Kahn  
Counseling  

Mansi Kamthan  
Management Information Systems  

Bishwa Karki  
Computer Science, "Test in Image Watermarking Using Deep Learning" Advised by: Xin Zhong, Ph.D.  

Anvesh Karnati  
Management Information Systems  

Ganga Venkata Surya Teja Karri  
Management Information Systems  

Abhishek Keri  
Management Information Systems  

Rishika Reddy Kikkuri  
Management Information Systems  

Ethan Scott Kimbrough  
Political Science  

Ryan Daniel Klein  
Economics  

Anna Klingenberg  
Management Information Systems, "VIPER: Viral Inhibition via Peptide Engineering and Receptor Mimicry - An Automated Tool and Workflow" Advised by: Christine Tsh, Ph.D. and Dana Ghers, Ph.D.  

Allison Lynn Kneifl  
Elementary Education  

Lucas Maximilian Kolb  
Management Information Systems  

Srujan Reddy Kunduru  
Management Information Systems  

Brandon Lacy  
Computer Science  

Hailey Lewis  
Economics  

Ryann Livingstone  
Criminology and Criminal Justice  

Jacob Haydon Lohrenz  
Special Education  

Sandy Alexandri Lopez Lugo  
School Psychology  

Adrian Lynn  
Counseling  

Paige Madonia-Foster  
Counseling  

Ruchitha Mallipeddi  
Computer Science  

Diego Marquez-Munoz  
Criminology and Criminal Justice  

Grace Francesca Matassa  
Biomechanics, "Antero-Talofibular Strain Relationship to Chronic Ankle Instability Diagnostic Tools" Advised by: Brian Knarr, Ph.D.  

Pamela Cristina Mateo Ramirez  
Secondary Education  

Andrea Marie Matousek  
Elementary Education  

Zachary Allen Mazgaj  
Data Science  

Max Alan McCoy  
Educational Leadership  

Kathryn McCulloch  
School Psychology  

Samantha Elizabeth McGargill  
Speech/Language Pathology  

Austyn McKee  
Literacy  

Desmond Shamus McKenzie  
Criminology and Criminal Justice  

Bobbi Sue Middleton  
Computer Science Education  

Lydia Marie Mike  
Speech/Language Pathology  

Caleb Michael Miller  
Management Information Systems  

Hema Mistry  
Economics  

Thomas Ken Morris  
Criminology and Criminal Justice  

Cody Moslander  
Counseling  

Lauren Leah Moss  
Political Science, "Social Media Engagement and Mobilization to Extremist Violence" Advised by: Austin Doctor, Ph.D.  

Megan Elizabeth Murnan  
Speech/Language Pathology  

Surya Rajalakshmi Muthiah  
Computer Science  

Kushal Reddy Nallavolu  
Computer Science  

Gopi Krishna Narra  
Management Information Systems  

Samantha B. Nelson  
Elementary Education  

Elizabeth Mary Nesland  
Elementary Education  

Rahul Kumar Nethakani  
Computer Science
Phuc Ha Hong Nguyen
Management Information Systems

Emma Grace Niebaum
Secondary Education

Kierstin Lea Niemeyer
Biomechanics, “Real-Time Auditory Feedback for Balance Control Assistance in Destabilizing Conditions”
Advised by: Nathaniel Hunt, Ph.D.

Matthew Pipp Noah
Computer Science

Daud Nasham
Architectural Engineering

Kaylee Judith Ohlmann
Speech/Language Pathology

Blessing Elijah Oladokun
Data Science

Martha Marie Omar
Literacy

Marilyn Jean Opitz
Elementary Education

Abigail E. Osterhaus
Criminology and Criminal Justice

Emily Frances MengLan Overend
Data Science

Akintoye Timilehin Oyelami
Geography

Gregory Allen Pagett
Counseling

Amanda Marie Parker
Counseling

Sandeep Reddy Patllola
Computer Science

Kelley R. Penney
Biology, “Small Mammal Communities of Three Diverse Habitats at Glacier Creek Preserve”
Advised by: Thomas Bragg, Ph.D.

Leslie M. Perez
Criminology and Criminal Justice

Natalie Perez
Counseling

Jennifer Lynn Peters
Biology

Brianna Elizabeth Peterson
Educational Leadership

Peter Thang Ngoc Pham
Secondary Education

Johnathan Pintar
Data Science, “Using Large Language Model Output as Training Data for Tree-Based Text Classifiers: Performance in Hope Speech Detection”
Advised by: Joel Elson, Ph.D.

Jayden Marie Pokorney
Special Education

Stephanie Celeste Portwood
Counseling

Jovita Pearl Quadros
Management Information Systems

Seth Daniel Quinn
School Psychology

Venkata Niharika Rajamreddy
Management Information Systems

Sujatha Renganathan
Management Information Systems

Deandre Engel Richards Chery
Counseling

Austin John Riffe
Computer Science

Jeson Rijal
Computer Science

Lauren Rindfleisch
Secondary Education

Gabriella Aguilera Robles-Valadez
Counseling

Gloria Noelhi Rodriguez
Educational Leadership

Sheridan Rose Rodriguez
Secondary Education

Jennifer Rucker
Elementary Education

Bianca Lizbeth Ruiz
School Psychology

Samuel Robert Schneider
Computer Science

Martha Josephine Schooley
Criminology and Criminal Justice

Kayley May Scott
Data Science

Madison Nicole Scott
Industrial/Organizational Psychology

Forrest James Selvey
Special Education

Mackenzie Caitlin Sempek
Criminology and Criminal Justice

Ejan Shakya
Advised by: Pei-Chi Huang, Ph.D.

Bryce Steven Shepard
Secondary Education

Kaja Ali Mohiddin Sheik
Management Information Systems

Kristin Shepard
Special Education

Brittany Zee Sherlock
Criminology and Criminal Justice

Mig Shyaka
Data Science

Vidit Singh
Management Information Systems

Emily Speck
Urban Studies

Sri Sai Tejesvi Sreeramdas
Management Information Systems

Nina Josephine Todero Stanton
Counseling

Bailey Catherine St Clair
School Psychology

Rachel Lee Steinhoff
Counseling

Cathryn Aileen Stout
Counseling

Sydney Streicher
Speech/Language Pathology

Jacob Sunderman
Criminology and Criminal Justice

Kortlyn Nicole Tawney
Applied Behavior Analysis

Timothy David Thedens
Criminology and Criminal Justice

Saaahas Tej Thirpu
Computer Science

Deanna R. Tompkins
Special Education

Rebekah Marie Torres
Secondary Education

Pedro Tostes Ribeiro Radusewski
Counseling

Mary Trainer
Speech/Language Pathology

Jennifer Trovato
Counseling

Melanie Marie Urban
Political Science

Maira Vallin
Educational Leadership

Tessa Corin Van Maanen
Speech/Language Pathology

Katherine Leigh Van Ravenhorst
Counseling

Adam Jonathan Vinter
Elementary Education

Christina Elizabeth Wagner
Economics

Jessica Mae Walker
Biology

Elizabeth Bost Walz
Elementary Education

Gabriel Seth Evan Weeldreyer
Architectural Engineering

Carolyn Marie Wendover
Data Science

Alexis Mae Westercamp
Applied Behavior Analysis

Lisa Wheeler Leonard
Computer Science Education

Alec Peyton Wick
Data Science

Jack Wilke
Civil Engineering

Brooke Madison Wilmesherr
Speech/Language Pathology

Carolyn Winters
Special Education

Erin Elizabeth Wolf
Speech/Language Pathology

Madison Taylor Woodrum
Geography

All names were candidates as of May 6, 2024. Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of the academic requirements.
Desiree Wordlaw  
Criminology and Criminal Justice

Aubrey Elizabeth Wright  
Speech/Language Pathology

Lauren Mckenzie Zabka  
Speech/Language Pathology

Elham Zamani  
Biomechanics, “Elastic Fibers Remodeling in the Human Femoropopliteal Artery”  
Advised by: Majid Jadidi, Ph.D.

MASTER OF ACCOUNTING

Lauren Elizabeth Jirovsky  
Accounting

Michael Joseph Monaco  
Accounting

Gloria Chika Onyarin  
Accounting

Katie Ann Porter  
Accounting

Shot Shinde  
Accounting

Meghan Jo Steffensmeier  
Accounting

Quentin Nicholas Thede  
Accounting

Nathan Morris Wagner  
Accounting

Sydney Diane Wald  
Accounting

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

Nicholas Abbott  
Architectural Engineering

Kelly Nicole Arnold  
Architectural Engineering

Anna Elizabeth Diederich  
Architectural Engineering

Jillian Dlouhy  
Architectural Engineering

Corbin O’Bryant Foster  
Architectural Engineering

Jackson Fritch  
Architectural Engineering

Jackson Eli Hanus  
Architectural Engineering

Nathan Hill  
Architectural Engineering

Blaine Kaup  
Architectural Engineering

John Latta  
Architectural Engineering

Peyton Thomas Leute  
Architectural Engineering

Connor Eric Mensch  
Architectural Engineering

Trevor Mensch  
Architectural Engineering

Jace David Pauli  
Architectural Engineering

Jonah Reiser  
Architectural Engineering

Clayton Riley  
Architectural Engineering

Joshua Sabata  
Architectural Engineering

Ben Thomas Schulz  
Architectural Engineering

Adrianna Swiatek  
Architectural Engineering

Bentley Tonniges  
Architectural Engineering

Taytum Vance  
Architectural Engineering

Jordan Daniel West  
Architectural Engineering

Mark Jeffrey Wilder  
Architectural Engineering

Tristan Robert Wilkins  
Architectural Engineering

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Adrian Almeida  
Business Administration

Haya Al Siyabi  
Business Administration

Thomas Clayton Anderson  
Business Administration

Olatokunbo Olufunmike Awodele  
Business Administration

Bradford Albert Becken III  
Business Administration

Jenna Lee Beller  
Business Administration

Breanne Eden Beutler  
Business Administration

Daryl Bjoraas  
Business Administration

Kelby Wynn Bordwell  
Business Administration

Kaley Ryana Brandenburg  
Business Administration

Nicholas Tate Brasel  
Business Administration

Bradley John Brazeal  
Business Administration

Alexander John Budka  
Business Administration

Tyler Dale Butler  
Business Administration

Jonathan Paul Carlson  
Business Administration

Amaranth Chaudhari  
Business Administration

Zachary James Christo  
Business Administration

Marissa Rose Czapla  
Business Administration

Paul Eugene DiLoreto  
Business Administration

Shannon Marie Elder  
Business Administration

Brian Charles Ellis  
Business Administration

Tyler Jacob English  
Business Administration

Santosh Kumar Enjamuri  
Business Administration

Alex Keith Erlandson  
Business Administration

Christopher Fabiano  
Business Administration

Shawn Flanigan  
Business Administration

Serena Ruth Gaines  
Business Administration

Liyosa Ghazal  
Business Administration

Rylie Elizabeth Gittins  
Business Administration

Nicole Marie Hansen  
Business Administration

Cale Harless  
Business Administration

Nathan Kent Heng  
Business Administration

Stephanie Michelle Herr  
Business Administration

Austin Tanner Hillman  
Business Administration

Holly Anne Hinkel  
Business Administration

Robert Lyle Holmes  
Business Administration

Samantha Jo Horne  
Business Administration

Tu Hkawng Hpauudt  
Business Administration

Brianna Faith Jarosz  
Business Administration

Christopher Ryan Leute  
Business Administration

Teresa Rose Jarrett  
Business Administration

Hanna Frances Jesske  
Business Administration

Matthew Patrick Kingston  
Business Administration

Zachary Legband  
Business Administration

Noah Michael Leif  
Business Administration

Christopher Ryan Leute  
Business Administration

Justin Ross Levine  
Business Administration

All names were candidates as of May 6, 2024. Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of the academic requirements.
Kathryn Lynn Loftin  
Business Administration

Jason Lybarger  
Business Administration

Hoa Thi Minh Mai  
Business Administration

Jacy C. McAllister  
Business Administration

Jordanna Nichole McCauley  
Business Administration

Jacob James McDonough  
Business Administration

Mika Miyata  
Business Administration

Rebecca Marie Moore  
Business Administration

Clara Sophia Mundry  
Business Administration

Isaac Jay Neole  
Business Administration

Sophie Newman  
Business Administration

Jack Noecker  
Business Administration

Raechel Christine Oostenbrug  
Business Administration

Greg Portsche  
Business Administration

Emma Kristine Raabe  
Business Administration

Jack Christopher Randl  
Business Administration

Jose Rivera  
Business Administration

Mia Joy Rotella-White  
Business Administration

Matthew David Roth  
Business Administration

Makayla Joy Ruiz  
Business Administration

Amy K. Sanchez  
Business Administration

Dayton Robert Schumacher  
Business Administration

Brian James Schwetschenau  
Business Administration

Jeffrey Ross Sherrill  
Business Administration

Mark C. Soethout  
Business Administration

Stephanie Lynn Stelzer  
Business Administration

Jenna Lynnette Taulman  
Business Administration

Sidney Knoll Therkelsen  
Business Administration

Amy Lou Wagner  
Business Administration
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE DEGREES

Matthew Aaron West
Business Administration

Kalyn Nicole Wettengel
Business Administration

Alexis Nicole Williams
Business Administration

Connor Dane Wilson
Business Administration

Ryan John Wittler
Business Administration

Sokol Ymeraj
Business Administration

MASTER OF ARTS FOR TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS

Haley Christine Currier
Mathematics

MASTER OF MUSIC

Ethan Michael Christiansen
Music

Sofia Josefa Cormack
Music

Trevor Allen Hund
Music

Claire Noelle James
Music

Samuel James Kalhorn
Music

Pak Ho Lau
Music

Matthan Francis Mrkvicka
Music

James Lawrence Robinson, II
Music

Matthew Jason Sheppard
Music

Kendall Ismar Sinclair Wooden
Music

Jennifer Faye Woolf
Music

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Theresa Estela Aguirre
Social Work

Katherine M. Batt
Social Work

Kandis Biehle
Social Work

Makayla Jane Bishop
Social Work

Elizabeth Boell
Social Work

Amber Dawn Briley
Social Work

KeNesha Renea Burton
Social Work

Benny Eduardo Chavez
Social Work

Trinity Marie Cox
Social Work

Matthew Dinneen
Social Work

Nancy Ehlers
Social Work

Daley J. Ervin
Social Work

Cayci Marie Ferris
Social Work

Sarah Finken
Social Work

Sydney Marie Harding
Social Work

Allyson Jade Novak
Social Work

All names were candidates as of May 6, 2024. Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of the academic requirements.
GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE CERTIFICATES

ADVANCED WRITING
Julie Boehr
Amber Rose Emanuel
Blake J. Hughes

APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
Shannen Marie Summers

DATA ANALYTICS
Rebecca Jean Kirchner
Caleb Michael Miller

DATA MANAGEMENT
Bryson Michael Cash

DYSLEXIA SPECIALIST
Deanna R. Tompkins

GERONTOLOGY
Badawiya Issifou-Samarou
Danika Raychelle Jarrett
Kaela Jade Lorenzen
Elisha Sutton

GOVERNMENT
Lauren Leah Moss

HUMAN RESOURCES AND TRAINING
Logan Brdicko

INTELLIGENCE AND NATIONAL SECURITY
Brittany Nicole Choate
Ethan Scott Kimbrough

IT ADMINISTRATION
Bryson Michael Cash

LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Jonathan William Jenkins

MANAGING JUVENILE AND ADULT POPULATIONS
Martha Josephine Schooley

PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
Grayson Andrew Clark
Eileen T. McHugh

REAL ESTATE
Astrid Dasy Mejia Ordonez
Keilah Scott

SOCIOLOGY
Johnathan Michael Floerke
Taylor Ann Pizinger

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
Casey John Becker
Bryson Michael Cash
Junior Louis Dernier
Evelyn Danelly Espinoza-Macias
Thaddeus Bartley Fonck
Anil Gajmer
Elliott Wayne Gates
Aaron-Joshua Gebert
Armando Gonzalez-Godinez
Parker Gornick
Aiden Gee Hruska
Zachary Milo Irwin
Adah Javier
Hilkija Kalmogo

Daniel Joseph Lechnowsky
Chotika Limpanarak
Alex Timothy Moore
Michael David Mulvey
Kareem Mohammad Rahmanzai
Mohammad Nazeer Rahy
Danilo E. Ramirez
Miles Brandon Stafford
Angel Marie Steadman
Cole Douglas Svensen
Jill Suzanne Torkelson
John Winchester
Sharon Kay Zimmerman

TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES
Kathryn Marie Becker
Alastair Leon
Promise Moore-Saufley
Heidi Kathleen Prentice
Sumayyah Bint Fa’iz Rab
Cristina Saldana
Scott Anthony Working
Ashley Yelovich

TRIBAL MANAGEMENT AND EMERGENCY SERVICES
Hannah Elizabeth Boyd
Brandan Bruce McClanahan
Nia Acharya  
Molecular and Biomedical Biology  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“Cerebral Venous Sinus Thrombosis (CVST): A Retrospective Study”  
Advised by: Krishna Gundabolu

Hailee Baker  
Elementary Education  
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences  
“Comparing Fractions”  
Advised by: Justin Andersson

Morgan Baker  
Mathematics  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“Mathematics Majors in Medical School Admissions: A Comparative Evaluation of MCAT and GPA Performance”  
Advised by: Katie Shirazi

Cami Bisson  
Molecular and Biomedical Biology  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“Analysis of toll-like receptor 9 agonism on human natural killer cell cytotoxic functions via single-cell RNA sequencing”  
Advised by: Paul Denton

Brooke Bluhm  
Biology  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“A Comparative Analysis of the effects Distilled Water Brands have on the health of Chlorophytum comosum”  
Advised by: Roxi Kellar

Kyle Borchers  
Business Administration and Studio Art  
College of Business Administration  
College of Communication, Fine Arts and Media  
“Strategic Planning for Design Freelancers and Firms Amongst the Emergence of Wed 3.0 and New Technology”  
Advised by: Leif Lundmark

Kennedy Bradburn  
Elementary Education  
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences  
“Cooperative Learning in 3rd grade math”  
Advised by: Saundra L. Shillingstad

Jacob Braddy  
Cybersecurity  
College of Information Science & Technology  
“Monero: Powering Anonymous Digital Currency Transactions”  
Advised by: George Grispos

Kaitlyn Brandl  
Elementary Education  
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences  
“Exploring Student Growth Through Cooperative Learning and Nonlinguistic Representations”  
Advised by: Saundra L. Shillingstad

Emily Brasfield  
Elementary Education  
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences  
“Math Intervention with Addition/Subtraction Recap”  
Advised by: Saundra L. Shillingstad

Colton Bredenkamp  
Neuroscience  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“The Effects of Methamphetamine on microglia activation–implications for chemokine production and neuroinflammation”  
Advised by: Ernest Chivero

Courtney Brink  
Early Childhood Inclusive Education  
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences  
“Phonics in Kindergarten”  
Advised by: Saundra L. Shillingstad

Amaya Brodine  
Elementary Education  
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences  
“Reading Fluency Intervention”  
Advised by: Saundra L. Shillingstad

Eryn Busenbark  
Public Health  
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences  
“The Impact of Policy and Perception on Women’s Health Since 2010”  
Advised by: Marcia Adler

Timerra Chisham  
Biology  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“Students’ Perceptions Regarding Difficulty of Organic Chemistry Concepts”  
Advised by: Sachin Nedungadi

Jared Dingman  
Psychology and Economics  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“To Tip or Not To Tip”  
Advised by: Eduardo Cenci

Emma Ehmke  
Criminology and Criminal Justice  
College of Public Affairs and Community Service  
“Seeking Sanctuary: An Analysis of U Visa Policies in Omaha, Nebraska and Their Impact on Immigrant Communities”  
Advised by: Kim Retzlaff

Hossam Elaraky  
Chemistry  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“An Anthology of the Palestine-Israel Conflict”  
Advised by: Ramazan Kilinc

Sierra Fox  
Psychology  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“Beyond Rehabilitation: Exploring the Field of Occupational Therapy and the Transformative Impact of Care”  
Advised by: Andrew Riquier

Lucas Gappa  
Secondary Special Education  
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences  
“Demonstrating Knowledge of Job Application with supports of Different Instructional Strategies”  
Advised by: Justin Andersson

Cassandra Gardner  
Psychology and Criminology and Criminal Justice  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“The Impact of Sense of Belonging and Parental Closeness On Agreeableness in Korean Adolescents”  
Advised by: Joo Young Yang

All names were candidates as of May 6, 2024. Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of the academic requirements.
Lauren Gearhart  
Elementary Education  
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences  
“Math Minds”  
Advised by: Saundra L. Shillingstad

Rene Gold  
Elementary Education  
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences  
“Addition and Subtraction”  
Advised by: Saundra L. Shillingstad

MaKayla Gordon  
Neuroscience  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“What MCAT Study Techniques are Supported by Undergrad and Current Medical Students at UNMC”  
Advised by: Andrew Riquier

Aidan Hatfield  
Biology  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“The Effect of an Oak Savanna Habitat Restoration on Foraging Activity of Big Brown Bats (Eptesicus fuscus)”  
Advised by: Jeremy White

Allyson Havenridge  
Communication Studies  
College of Communication, Fine Arts and Media  
“Ideographic Analyses of 2024 Republican Presidential Candidates’ Rhetoric”  
Advised by: Whitney Gent

Cierra Johnson  
Psychology  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“Effects of Peer Victimization and Gender on Adolescent Perceptions of Body Image”  
Advised by: Mithra Pirooz

Kortney Johnson  
General Science  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“Conditioned Place Aversion Learning Paradigm in Zebrafish”  
Advised by: Ryan Wong

Keegan Kenney  
Business Administration  
College of Business Administration  
“Modern Technology’s Effect on the Control Panel Industry”  
Advised by: Brent Clark

Destiny Klanecky  
Psychology  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“The Age of Adolescence: Examining the Relationship Between Body Image and Mood in Early Adolescence”  
Advised by: Mithra Pirooz

Jane Knudsen  
Art History  
College of Communication, Fine Arts and Media  
“That Way: An Examination of Male Relationships in American Film During the Hays Code”  
Advised by: Kay Siebler

Kaylee Lahti  
Foreign Language and Literature (Spanish)  
Business Administration  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“Predatory Social Networks and the Fight for Children’s Privacy”  
Advised by: Destinie Sewell

Alastair Leon  
English and Art History  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“The Unspoken Words of Fashion: Movements Behind Harajuku’s Avant-Garde Fashion Trends”  
Advised by: Adrian Duran

Emily Mangano  
Elementary Education  
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences  
“Data Collection Through Cooperative Learning”  
Advised by: Saundra L. Shillingstad

Desmond Marshall  
Biology  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“Contaminants in Omaha’s Water Supply”  
Advised by: David Pantos

Seh Na Mellick  
Molecular and Biomedical Biology  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“Characterization of the Role of PA5189 of Pseudomonas aeruginosa in Antimicrobial Resistance and Pathogenicity”  
Advised by: Donald Rowen

Kaitlyn Nyffeler  
Psychology and Criminal Justice  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“The Rules of Lawyers, and the Effects on Mental Health: An Interview Study”  
Advised by: Kimberly Dellapaolera

Nicholas Peterson  
Biology  
College of Arts and Sciences  
“Investigation of Population Dynamics within a Colony of the Lactating Cockroach, diplotera punctata”  
Advised by: Paul Ayayee

Kelsie Premer  
Secondary Special Education  
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences  
“Effective Organization to Decrease Missing Assignments”  
Advised by: Justin Andersson

Andrea Reyes  
Secondary Education  
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences  
“Poetry Unit”  
Advised by: Justin Andersson

Liv Rickert  
Criminology and Criminal Justice  
College of Public Affairs and Community Service  
“Assessing ‘Fear of Crime’ Among Students”  
Advised by: Kim Retzlaff

Dante Rossini  
Business Administration  
College of Business Administration  
“What makes us good leaders”  
Advised by: Kelsey Medeiros

Abigail Russman  
Communication Studies and Political Science  
College of Communication, Fine Arts and Media  
“Problems in Power: How the U.S. and Russia Have Battled Throughout the Decades”  
Advised by: Sally Bonsall

Luke Schawang  
Business Administration  
College of Business Administration  
“Finance and Artificial Intelligence”  
Advised by: Brent Clark
Ian Schmidt
Elementary Education
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences
“This is Your Life Cycle”
Advised by: Justin Andersson

K’lena Schnack
Multidisciplinary Studies
College of Public Affairs and Community Service
“The Representation of Women in Leadership in Omaha’s Nonprofit Sector”
Advised by: Sojin Jang

Claire Schweikert
Computer Science
College of Information Science & Technology
“Exploring Asynchronous Pronunciation Improvement through Application Software Development”
Advised by: Harvey Siy

Joshua Sutton
Kinesiology
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences
“Addressing Athletes’ Coexisting Conditions of Autism and Depression: Participants’ Self-Report Decreased Feelings of Depression Post Exercise”
Advised by: Jessica Baldwin

Abigail Swoboda
Molecular and Biomedical Biology and English
College of Arts and Sciences
“Characterization of the Transcription Elongation Factor, GreA, in Chlamydia trachomatis”
Advised by: Scot Ouellette

Jewelia Taylor
Biology
College of Arts and Sciences
“Investigating relationships between experiences with fiction reading and empathy across the adult lifespan”
Advised by: Janelle Beadle

Grace Tetschner
Chemistry and Secondary Education
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences
“Development of a Solutions Concept Inventory”
Advised by: Sachin Nedungadi

Hayden Thomaier
Secondary Education
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences
“Personal Spaces Unit”
Advised by: Justin Andersson

Anne Thomas
Business Administration
College of Business Administration
“Spiking Engagement: Analyzing Social Media Tactics and Fan Interaction in the Omaha Supernovas”
Advised by: Zhihao Yu

Madison Thurber
Molecular and Biomedical Biology
College of Arts and Sciences
“Optimization of tyrosine hydroxylase antibody for immunohistochemistry fluorescence detection in zebrafish (Danio rerio)”
Advised by: Ryan Wong

Colin Tomcak
Computer Science
College of Information Science & Technology
“Text-to-Speech Animation”
Advised by: Harvey Siy

Haylee Umble
Elementary Education
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences
“Adding Tens and Ones in First Grade”
Advised by: Justin Andersson

Alexandria Vandenberg
Psychology and Medical Humanities
College of Arts and Sciences
“The Roles of Political Orientation and Diversity Frame in Mental Representations of Diversity”
Advised by: Abby Folberg

Brandon Villanueva Sanchez
Neuroscience
College of Arts and Sciences
“Selectivity studies of CBDs against CB1 and CB2 using a docking approach”
Advised by: Andy Zhong

Trinity Weers
Secondary Education
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences
“Verbs In Context Posters”
Advised by: Justin Andersson

Abigail Williamson
English and Philosophy
College of Arts and Sciences
Advised by: Jody Keisner

Mya Winjum
Molecular and Biomedical Biology
College of Arts and Sciences
“The Intersection of Healthcare and Interprofessional Teams”
Advised by: Timi Barone

Kaitlyn Wusk
Kinesiology
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences
“Assessing Feeling States and Enjoyment of Various Exercise Activities”
Advised by: Jessica Baldwin

Isabell Yi
Criminology and Criminal Justice
College of Public Affairs and Community Service
“Domestic Violence Training”
Advised by: Kim Retzlaff

Parker Zbylut
Computer Science
College of Information Science & Technology
“Gamifying Speech with Pronunciation Pal”
Advised by: Harvey Siy

All names were candidates as of May 6, 2024. Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of the academic requirements.
COMMUNITY ENGAGED SCHOLARS TRANSCRIPT DESIGNATION

This transcript designation documents and recognizes undergraduate students for their community engagement experiences. Students who receive this designation connect their academic endeavors with our community through service learning, community-based learning, volunteerism, and written reflections.

Kelsie Premer
Hailey Bixler
Jessika Broveak
Zoe Miller
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Achol Jacob Riak Apieu
Satsuki Asahi
Karla Vanessa Ayala
Kyrsen Lea Beaver
Grecia Alessandra Blanco Delgado
David Zachary Bayles
Osiris Cassandra Bracamontes-Anguiano
Julia Eden Brodkey
Carter Douglas Bruneau
Carlie Burkholder
Araclci Campos Carbajal
Emma Jean Carey
Danielle Kaye Carlson
Kayla Castro
Hau Weng Brandon Cheong
Maya Ray Conrad
Ai Marie Courret
Sierra Nicole Denos
McKenna Kay Dergan
Amanda DeSantiago
Jared Alexander Dingman
Citlali Estefania Dorantes Monrreal
Tristan C. Duin
Quincey Jane Epley
Mitchell Clark Feagins
Leigh Rose Forman
Sonia Garcia Martinez
Suleyma Beatriz Garcia Mendez
Cassandra Delaney Gardner
David Enterline Germer
Rebecca Eunice Gomez Rascon
Stormie Gonzales-Dorn
Gabriella Alicia Gonzalez
Lisa Marie Grabowski
Thomas Patrick Halm
Tamara Hariri
Austin M. Herr
Emma Scott Herrmann
Heidi Lois Heyden
Caitlin Rose Howell
Taban John Jock
Corah Isabelle Johnson
Kimberly Jasmine Jordan
Jessica Naomi Jordenning
Grace J. Karloff
Taryn Nichole Kauffman
Destiny Rose Klauecky
Kaylee McKee Lahtii
Emily Lamilla
Melia Clare Lengyel
Alastair Leon
Jaeger Ryan Lewis
Brandee Marie Loftus
MacKenzie Phyllis Loncke
Benjamin James Lundstrom
Alexia Maldonado
Emily Renee Mann
Zachary Joseph Manning
Natalie Martin
Janette Martinez-Trinidad
Conner Alexander Mason
Devin Marie Matthews
Henry McKinley
Cassandra Virginia Mendoza
Alexis June Conyers Miller
Jonathon Caleb Miller
Sara Nicole Miller
Jerica Ann Mohiman
Promise Moore-Saufley
Pablo Mujica-Nolazco
Ariana Munoz
Andrew Cole Neisius
Katelyn Renae Nelson
Kaitlyn Marie Nyffeler
Faith Vivian Olsen
Hannah Marie Opp
Tyson James Owens
Ariel Perran
Macy Lynne Person
Zoe Isabella Pettrash
Jordan Nicole Pope
Heidi Kathleen Prentice
Sydney Jade Prescott
Mowahib Elmi Rage
Maria Teresa Ramirez Garcia
Lydia Ann Rankin

Ana Leticia Raymundo-Pascual
Jordan Lee Ring
Victoria Lee Rodriguez
Irene Emily Romero
Sophia Louise Ryan
David Saenz Zuniga
Jose Daniel Sanchez
Gerardo Guadalupe Sanchez Nava
Aubrianna Marie Schmidt
Lama Shahwan
Demi Renee Shepherd
Hunter Robert Skogboe
Amaya Marie Slate
Ja’Nae Chanel Smith
Ivy Nicole Smolinski
Ricardo Alexander Solis
Rachelle Gerette Stark
Morgan Stessman
Madison Rose Stock
Kenshiro Tanaka
Kira Tanga
Sara Renee Todd
Amani Townsley
Timothy Robert Urbanski
Eduardo Aidan Valadez
Alexandria Sydney Vandenberg
Bailey Vanderpool
Estefani Varela-Rodriquez
Elaine Unique Velez
Alissa Ann Vlasak
Sheyda Waring
Josiah Christopher Mariano Weihman
Ashley Kate Wendt
Molly Ann Whitehead
Abigail Williamson
Raegan Alexis Wood
Ashley Yelovich
Albina Yurtova
Alexa Marie Zimmerman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Leila Osman Abd
Nia Acharya
Kemdi Achigbu
Cheyenne Aguilar

All names were candidates as of May 6, 2024. Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of the academic requirements.
Suleman Ahmed Yusuf
Cannon James Ahrens
Austin Aiken
Daina Joy Albers mcl em
Stephanie Lizeth Aleman-Maldonado scl*
Hiba Sisilia AlGburi
Mohammad Yunus Alizai mcl
Haley Dawn Andersen mcl
Maria Antony mcl
Jorge Chris Attaya Florence
Rachael Evelyn Autera scl
Gabrielle Elouise-Denise Ayers
Edgar Az Tajiboy cl
Fern Grace Bailey cl
Mikenna Baker
Morgan Caroline Baker scl*
Ardjouman Mohamed Irakimane Bamba
Ruben Barajas
Catherine Barnett
Grace Margaret Barta mcl
Mercedes Linda Basso scl
Chloe Behrens
Grace Ann Bieber mcl
Oscar William Biesanz
Cami R. Bisson mcl
Brooke Morgan Bluhm cl
Nathaniel Clark Booher scl
Taylor Lee Bouchard
Malynn Charlotte Bowlin
T’asha Nicole Bray
Colton James Bredenkamp mcl
Zoe Marie Brenden scl
Hannah Brown cl
Tyler C. Brunton
Steven Robert Buer Jr. cl
Hannah Burright
Samuel Camero
Brady Gene Carroll
Miguel A. Casique cl
Kayla Castro
Hibah Chaudhary mcl
Timerra Rose Chisham scl
Logan Taylor Light Christensen mcl
Bella Angelina Circo mcl
Evan Thomas Clement
Hannah Christine Cochran scl
Alexander Benton Coghill scl
Danelle Xiomara Collazo-Rios
Rawyn Lisbeth Collister
Kaitlyn Mae Cook mcl
William Trexson Copper
Logan Lynn Corcoran
James Patrick Costello
Matthew Crews scl
Macy K. Cummins cl
Vankhanh Dao scl
Tasha Lee Datus mcl em
Cori Alicia Anne Davis
Melanie Davis
Nicole Kathleen Davis
Dillon Drew Decal cl em
Mia Margaret Dempsey mcl
Brady Ray DeTavernier cl
Angel Estevan Diaz
Citlali Estefania Dorantes Monrreal
Nyawech Gach Duop
Madeline Eggink mcl
Hossam Elaraky scl
Danielle Ellis cl
Adam Issam Elrefaie mcl
Sage Esson
Zachary Scott Ewing mcl
Omar Farhat
Hannah E. Fee
Caliana June Fenceroy cl em
Rachel Ann Fenton
Elizabeth Lora Ferri
Katie Sue Flores cl
Alyn Flores Aguilar
Sierra Christine Kahler Fox mcl
Logan Edward Franz
Aleia Mary Frazell
Logan James Fryant
Samuel J. Fugit
Bede Matthew Fulton cl
Darlene Mae Garcia
Kara Marie Garfield
Claire A. Garman mcl
Emma Nicole Gauthier
Sydni Lea George
Josephine Louise Gerhardt cl
Presly Ann Gideon scl
Joshua Gomillion mcl
David Theodore Goodwin mcl
Gabrielle Paige Goodwin
MaKayla Gordon
Caityln Louise Gore
Connor James Grant mcl
Kathleen Gurney
Tiler Hall
Landon Michael Hans scl
Mackenzie Hansen mcl
Leila Elyse Harless
Aidan Hatfield mcl
Michael Phillip Hawkes
Scott David Hedglen
Solee Orion Heitman mcl
Kennedi Lynn Henke scl
Mia Hennessey cl
Joshua Anthony Hennings mcl
Jacob Shawn Henry cl
Lucero Herrera Ceballos
Jenna Madigan Hollandsworth
Steven Johnny Horn
Brandon David Howard
McKenzy Paige Howerton mcl
Dillon Joseph Huff mcl
David Arthur Hurst
Danika Raychelle Jarrett
Takarah Kide Jeffrey
Mia Bella Jeanne Jewett
Taylor Elizabeth Jindra
Ashley Kate Johnson
Cierra Johnson cl
Kortney Dawn Johnson
Sophie Elizabeth Johnston
Lydia Mae Kathol
Olivia Grace Kenny
Eh Mo Khaing scl
Lillie Grace King mcl
Aiden Jacob Klanderud mcl
Emaleigh Hope Knobbe scl
Peyton Joseph Knott cl
Madison Lee Kriegler
Sydney Kuncl scl
Winnie Bangu Ladu mcl
Abigail R. Lager mcl
Payton Sue Lammers
Niya M. LaRoda
Kennedy Elizabeth Larrick mcl
Lashira Shavon Lemons
Jialin Li
Owen Larry Lightle scl
Sydney Paige Lohr scl
MacKenzie Phyllis Loncke cl
Desmond Seiya-Dean Marshall scl
Zachary Aaron Marshall
Guadalupe Bacilia Martinez
Jacqueline Martinez
Joshua Wade McCarroll scl
Abigale McDermott
Alexander James McLeod
Zachary McMullen scl
Maely Medina-Lira
Kylie Shea Melenka mcl
Seh Na Schuyler Mellick mcl
Lauren Elizabeth Metzger
Alexis June Conyers Miller
Hailey J. Miller mcl
Shelby Miller
Sophia Grace Miller
Zainab Mohamed mcl
Salma Mohamud
Clayton Richard Moore
Jalen Nathan Moore
Connor William Moorhous scl*
Olivia Emma Morgan
Genesis Olivia Mulcahy
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Nelson scl*
Annie Nguyen scl
Janet Bi Nguyen
Timothy Noonan mcl
Joshua Osemoje Oarhe scl
Ayomide A. Oludipe
Alisa K. O’Neal scl
Nicholas Orris cl
Justin Lee Orsi
Gabriela Isabel Ortega
Sudi Hakim Osman mcl
Aaron Jeffrey Ossino mcl
Mayle Marcella Owen mcl
Gale Sage Parker
Htee Klee Paw
Blaise Pecquet mcl
Marisa Perez-Durham
Lydia Elizabeth Permenter
Emerson Ann Peters
Nicholas Boos Peterson scl
Kevin Vo Pham scl
Thanh Thai Phung mcl em
Emmely A. Pineda Cruz
Olivia Faith Pospisil mcl
Justice Daniel Powell cl
Kyla Jewel Price-Wallin
Jason Eric Push mcl
Dan Michael Radicia
Julissa Yamileth Ramirez
Reyna Citlali Ramirez scl*

All names were candidates as of May 6, 2024. Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of the academic requirements.
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

Ava Belle Rech mcl
Erica Rein mcl em
Triston Kahil Reuter mcl
Elizabeth Reyes
Abigail Teresa Reynolds mcl
Hannah Rae Riede
Nicholas Stadlter Roberts
Dominika Zuzanna Rogalska mcl
Donald R. Rogers
Christian Michael Rongone
Karli Renee Rosenberger mcl em
Christopher Michael Roth-Preister
Zaira Ruiz Nolasco
Michael P. Rupp scl
Madison Brianna Rushing mcl
Kalil Saab
David Saenz Zuniga scl
Susan Rubi Sanchez Medina
Ojaswee Sapkota
Alec Lee Sawicki scl
Jennifer Anne Schaefer scl
John Schnelker
Sydney A. Schuerman
Daniel Luke Schuhmacher
Gracie Mae Schweers scl
Alycia Marie Severson mcl em
Erynn Shannon
Claire Amanda Sheehan scl
Shelby Rose Shoemaker
Bailey E. Shubert
Omid Solaiman Sidiqi
Tori Sims
Abigail Smith mcl
Eden Margaret Snell mcl
Zachary Dale Soar scl
Shar Eh Soe cl
Anna Sommers scl
Katie Adeline Spicka scl
Olivia Grace Stadtlender mcl em
Sheralle Alexis Stubbs
Keegan Kathleen Sullivan cl
Jaedon Swanson
Lisa L. Swanson mcl
Skyler Swanson scl
Abigail Rose Swoboda scl
Conner Tacner
Jacqueline Tapia-Gonzales mcl
Jewelia Elizabeth Raine Taylor mcl
Madison Kae Taylor scl
Grace Carolyn Tetschner scl*
Htoo Thaw
Shauna Nicole Thiessen
Scott C. Thompson cl
Madison Elisabeth Thurber cl
Viviana Alondra Torres
Jennifer Torres-Alvarado
Emily Therese Teptown scl
Alexis Nicole Tupper
Christopher John Ugarte mcl
Alexandria Sydney Vandenberg mcl
Caleb Thomas Via mcl
Brandon Eduardo Villanueva Sanchez mcl
Ryan Andrew Vilter scl
Yen Hai Vu
Dreya Walker-Williams
Brandon Wallroff
Nyamat Choul Wel
Tahjanae Tylin West
Allison Wick mcl
Samuel Ballou Willard
Jolie Lyn Williams cl
Allison Elaine Wilson scl
Mya Danielle Winjum scl
Madison Leigh Ybay
Joyce Lynne Yung
Melanie Amber Zeigle
Sydney Marie Zych scl

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
(Degrees awarded by the University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Abdramane Baguian
Deven Ryan Brown
Ehouede Clement Delokonon
Emilie Erland HD
Alexis Martinez Rivera d
Yibran A. Mercado-Nunez
Nolen James Miller
Nicholas Michael Moresette d
Yefry Yamir Pasapera Reyes
Joshua Peters
Daniel Primi
Taylor Easton Saunders
Jeffrey James Schulz
Jared David Sekera
Koamivi Tafide Sipokpe HD
Andrew Joseph Sippel
Nicholas Roger Thurston hd
Moussa Tientore
Brandt Yannone Walla

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Espen Jacob Avenson hd
Caden James Barela
Lynnae Charlotte Bennett d
Tristan Bertsch d
Aidan Christopher Bertucci
Benjamin Jay Bugenhagen d
George Owen Dixon
Elizabeth May Eltz hd
Sena Bengisu Ferzan
Kaitlyn Marie Estelle Frey HD*
 Reece Allan Fuchs hd
Solana Marie Honda HD
Eliza Kaye Jipp
Jonathon Scott Keller hd
Kalle Matthias Kennedy
Nathan Lee Kruemarke
Maxwell Frederich Lovegren
Luke Charles Luebbe
Trey Robert Martin d
Tyler Messerschmidt
Eliott Meyer
Christoffer Mitchell Rachow hd
William Christian Randby
Ernie Alexander Rodriguez
Kelsi Rae Weilage HD*
Austin Todd Woolfolk

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING
Riley J. Sedlak d

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Mario Andres Alsidez-Longoria
Michael A. Basile
Jacob Daniel Clayton Bennett
Riley Dawe
Noah John Eggena
Victor Hugo Flores
Samuel L. Hoops  
Easton James Hoschar  
Patrick Grant Kowalski  
Magdelina Marie Laham  
Habakkuk Tatenda Manjoro  
Zachary Ryan Marshall  
Johnathan James Riemann  
Owen Mark Sutherland  
Dustin Sean Tretheway  
Brock Wyman  

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**  
Max Emerson Brooks  
Hadrian Grant Currier  
Eric Steven Davis  
Richard Alan Edington  
Dylan Ray Ethington  
Tyrus Lee Kompare  
Nolan Raymond Lausterer  
Cole Michael Long  
Rebekah Nelson  
Constant W. Ouedraogo  
Maximilian Paul Wilmes  
Timothy Dakota Wray  

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING**  
Dylan Bobbett  
Kenneth Ray Drucker  
Sean Robert Feagan  
Robert Alfredo Garcia  
Jacob Gardner  
Christopher Van Geis  
Lucas Robert Hartman  
Eode William Houndjoe  
Silas Reed Perry  
Keaton Joseph Rodgers  
Gavin Michael Skoumal  
Thomas Hunter Stolze  

**COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, HEALTH AND HUMAN SCIENCES**  

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION**  
Catherine Anne Adams  
Bailey Kay Adler  
Aleidy Yatziri Aguirre-Aranda  

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION**  
Catherine Anne Adams  
Bailey Kay Adler  
Aleidy Yatziri Aguirre-Aranda  

All names were candidates as of May 6, 2024. Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of the academic requirements.
Jacob Larson mcl
Tara Therese Larson scl
Danielle Elizabeth Lawrence
Jared Michael Leise
Andrew Royce Lindemeier mcl
Baden Joseph Luna scl*
Madison Elizabeth Maddox cl
Emily Marie Magers mcl
Emily Sue Mangano mcl
Anthony Clay Marino
Sabrina Halice Marschner-Fant
Gabryelle Elizabeth Massey cl
Kayla R. Matthews mcl
Addison Paige Mauch
Emma Elizabeth McClannan cl
McKinsey Sue McCord scl
Caitlin Marie McGonigal mcl
Heidi Nicole McPherson scl
Gemma Celeste Méndez Álvarez
Jasmine Jean Menke scl
Kamryn Elaine Meyer mcl
Addison Elaine Miller scl
Chloe Anna Miller
Allison P. Mitchell scl
Madison Clare Moffitt mcl
Carina Louise Monroe scl
Eh Law Soe Moo mcl
 Ember Moo
Kiera Denae Moody
Melissa Morales
Julia Kelsey Moss
Lisa Moss
Ryuma Mukai mcl
Judy Ann Mull
Torrie Elizabeth Murcek mcl
Dustin J. Nance
Brittany Marie Nath cl
Ashley Nicole Nemec cl
Lana Thien Thanh Nguyen
Alexis Nickell cl
 Makayla Elizabeth Nix
 Luke Robert Norvell
 Jordyn Ryanne Novak mcl
 Abby Marie Osborn
 Simone Leya Owens mcl
 Paige Alise Pankow mcl
 Brenda Jasmine Pantoja
 Kaylee Madisen Partridge
 Lar Ku Paw
 Luke Huntington Pelton
 LaMondre DaVeon Perkins
 Micaah Petersen mcl
 Jason Edward Peterson
 Paige Maurene Peterson scl
 Addison Joe Pierzina scl
 Jake B. Pietrzak
 Hadley Grace Pleas scl
 Hannah Elizabeth Potts scl*
 Kelsie D. Premer scl
 Kailey Marie Rablin scl
 Thomas George Rapaich
 Andrea Natalie Reyes cl
 Delaney N. Richardson mcl
 Edward Nathaniel Rider
 Emma Riesen mcl
 Mario Alexander Rivera mcl
 Nicholas Stadtler Roberts
 Simon Matthew Robertson cl
 Agustin Roman mcl
 Alexis Marie Rouse
 Kaitlin Nicole Rupp
 Sofia Sofi mcl
 Diane Salda
 Cristina Saldana
 Maria Renae Salerno mcl
 Jaqueline Salgado Gomez mcl
 Carson Ray Sawyer
 Alexis Lily Ann Saxton
 Olivia Lauren Lee Schenkelberg mcl
 Ian Zachary Schmidt scl
 Abigail Annmarie Secrist mcl
 Jasmine Sayda Sharpe
 Katie Elizabeth Shields cl
 Cindy Kayla Shultz
 Yutika Singh mcl
 Rebecca Lee Sis mcl
 Anna Slizoski cl
 Ali Nicole Storey
 Madison Grace Sullivan
 Joshua Thomas Sutton
 Miles Landon Svoboda
 Stephen Connor Sycuro
 Grace Carolyn Tetschner scl*
 Hayden Alexander Thomaier scl
All names were candidates as of May 6, 2024. Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of the academic requirements.
Thomas Francis Dye
Anna Rose Ehrenberg
Taylor Joanna English
Marcus Quinn Eriksen
Andrew Connor Fabian
Halley Nicole Falkena mcl
Dylan James Fedde scl
Mauricio Felix-Alvarado
Frank Fincher
Kelsey Forman mcl
Keely Ann Gabehart
Anthony Gallardo
Kayla Chameli Galvez
Paris Lance Gardner
Cole Reid Gideon
Tyra Corrin Glassman
Elyse M. Globe
James Francis Glynn scl
Carter James Gochanour
Mara E. Golden
Andrea Gonzalez Pena
Bianca Stacey Gonzalez-Zamora
Alfred Louis Grenon mcl
Daniel Sebastian Guenther mcl
Logan Matthew Guy
Andrew Lawrence Haas mcl
Flopateer Habib scl*
Jake Slavo Harrison
Zac Harrison cl
Brendan Heida
Clay Marcus Hendricks
Mackenzie Henson mcl
Lizbeth Hermosillo-Najar
Jolien Hernandez
Eric Leonardo Hernandez Robles
Joshua Troy Herout
Paige Hessel
Avery James Hill
Cason James Haeke
Christina Hoffart
Aiyonna Tseyda Holland-Givens
Chance David Hollenbeck
Lucas Kent Hostetler
Chakera Jo Hough
Matlyn Elizabeth Hronek scl*
Cherry Htoo
Jayden Cole Hunter

Monica C. Huse
Samira Ide Bana
Blake Allen Jackson
Rachel Kathleen Jacobson
Michael Fuentes James
Morgan Ann Jennings mcl
Jack Jenson
Landon Christian Jewell cl
Johan Ruben Jimenez Palma
Garret Gerard Johnson mcl
Melanie Noel Johnson cl
Joshua Jones
Mallory Mackenzie Kangor mcl
Le Kar mcl
Binita Karanjit
Aubrey Kasbahn cl
Benjamin Joseph Keachall mcl
Reece Michael Kelly scl
Emma Marie Kennedy mcl
Garrett James Kennedy
Keegan Thomas Kenney scl
Victoria Valdees Kilpatrick
Noah Joseph Klein
Clarissa Kosch scl
Patrick Grant Kowalski mcl
Harrison Michael Kreiling mcl
Nolan Patrick Krenzen mcl
Payton Anne Krug scl
Rebecca Jo Kudirka
Kaylee McKee Lahti scl
Keanu Landolt mcl
James O. Larson
Katelyn Rose Latoudj
Quin P. LaViolette-Williams
Brady Daris LeJeanne-DeAcutis scl em
Christian Licea cl
Kyaw Linn
Jarret Linscott mcl
Kate Elizabeth Loyd
Brody Michael Lubbers
Elijah James Lutz
Nathan Patrick Malay mcl
Marissa Renee Martinez cl
Leslie R. Martinez Garcia
Wayne Howard Mattas
Joseph T. McCarver
Nathan David McCombs
Maeve Brighid McCoy
Luke Carr McKinney
Charles Anthony Meade
Ammelia Soledad Mendoza-Lopez cl
Dillon Alan Meyer
Aolani Lenae Mickles
Coven Thomas Miller cl
Matthew Robert Miller scl*
Chelsea Molina
Omar Monge
Matthew Morales
McKayla Nicole Most mcl
Sa Hay Mu
Nicole Nadres
Christen Natalie Nall
Emily Rose Nastase
Vincent Arnold Nelson mcl
Catherine J. Newlin
Theresa Ngoc Thao Nguyen scl
Viet Hoang Nguyen
Margaret Joan O’Brien scl*
Brennan Amelia O’Keefe mcl em
Daniel Oliveros Flores
Dejah Jane Olsen mcl
Owen Leo Olsen
Alexandra Irene Olson
Kobe T. Orf
Daisy J. Ornelas Gonzalez
Austin Michael Oswald mcl em
Julian Pappas
Sidney Rose Pecha scl
Anastassia Pelegrin scl
Monica Rose Pelto
Gali Pena-Villagran
Maria Briceida Perez Vargas mcl
Kevin William Peterson cl
Hailey Petri mcl
Suzanne Jane Pitz cl
Alexander Robert Price
Kirby John Proctor mcl
Alexis Victoria Regler
Imani Amyah Regmi
Chase Allen Rehder mcl
Daisy Renteria-Saldana
Jaden Kyle Reuss
Clayton Rhodes cl em
Amanda Lea Riedl mcl

All names were candidates as of May 6, 2024. Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of the academic requirements.
1840 TOTAL GRADUATES
from 32 countries and 40 U.S. states.

1483 GRADUATE DEGREES
413 master’s
10 educational specialist
and 14 doctoral degrees.

1403 UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
532 of our undergraduates are first-generation students.

TOTAL GRADUATES
from 32 countries and 40 U.S. states.

GRADUATE DEGREES
413 master’s
10 educational specialist
and 14 doctoral degrees.

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
532 of our undergraduates are first-generation students.
Undergraduate Degrees

Jacob Roberts mcl
Abner Rodriguez
Israel Rodriguez
Constance Celeste Roeber
Madisyn Rachel Rogert
Elizabeth Rojas Trujillo
Dante Rossini mcl
Katelin Michelle Russell scl
Emiliano Salgado mcl
Luke Schawang
Grant Matthew Schmidt
Isabella Grace Schoening
Zach C. Schumacher cl
Caden Schutte
Wendy Pamela Serrano
Aanul Fatima Shah mcl
Marin Elizabeth Shanno
Preston L. Sherwood
Stella Shull mcl
Jeremy Brian Silvas
Sara Ainsley Singleton cl
Matthew Anton Solomai mcl
Cassandra Jean Sorenson
Ali Sovereign
Carlee Michelle Sovine scl
Lillian Grace Stafford mcl
Joshua Michael Steenhok
Olivia Patrice Steffen cl
Phillip Thomas Stelling
Livia Jane Steskal mcl
Mackenzie Lynn Storey mcl em
Eden Grace Stranglen mcl
Lah Phoenix Su
Samuel Robert Sundquist
Abygail Kayde Tarver
Joseph Tee
Preston Steven Tenney
Rubie Thai
Olivia Rose Theil
Anne Erica Thomas mcl
Tanner M. Thompson scl
John Michael Tickle scl
Travis Tilley
Jesse Allen Tomair
Ryan Thomas Trout
Augusto Jon Virgillito cl
Kelly Vo
Ellen Vogtanz scl
John Wesley Kevin Voner cl
Ashley Renee Wade
Gabriella Ann Wagner mcl
Austin A. Ward
Kyson Timothy Warner scl
Evan Peter Weaklend
Andrew D. Wells
Shelby Lynn Wetzel
Morgan Willms scl em
Nicholas James Winchester
Jackson Simon Wray scl
Logan Hunter Wyscarver cl
Adam Jay Yowell
Diego Alejandro Zayas Espinal
Aaron Joseph Zenon

College of Public Affairs and Community Service

Bachelor of Science in Criminology and Criminal Justice

Cameron Patrick Adams
Chase W. Adams
Miranda Adams
Sharif Ahmadzai scl em
Akyla Beverly-Newson
Caylee Botos
Kayla J. Bouchkuyt mcl em
Tylar Lynnmarie Brammer
Paulina Rose Carrillo
Marina Carvajal Navarrete
Magaly Casillas
Champ Dominique Champenstein
Victoria Clay mcl
John Patrick Comstock
Mariela Cruz-Rodriguez
Mariana Cua-Diego
Nina M. Cuevas cl
Leonardo De La Rosa
Joshua Lawrence Death mcl
Alexia Di Giulio scl*
Hunter Dysart
Emma Ehmke scl*
Jack Brian Fjelstad
Breonna Jane Ford cl
Madeliene Grace Gruttemeyer

Samantha Guillen
Madison Taylor Hansman cl
Tabari Lashod Harvey
Marissa Inez Haynes
Max Hummel
Haiden Genon Hunt
Nico Izquierdo Gaviria
Rhonnie Renee Jones
Corey Brandon Kaar
Marcus X. Keen
EliaTia Lorraine Knave
Magdalena Cecylia Kulasik
Emily Erin Lacy
Andrew David Lamer
Natalia Ryanne Lopez mcl
Dillon Mahrt mcl
Eric Joseph Matthai
Elizabeth Ann Mavis scl
Sydney Leigh McCorkle
Madeline Ann Marie McGrath
Katherine Michelle Melendez-Saravia
Maggie Rachelle Menendez
Alana Marie Mullikin
Jaqueline Olivan cl
Aneesa Camille Parker
Mayra Raya
Ana Leticia Raymundo-Pascual scl
Tyson Bradley Richards mcl
Liv Rickert mcl
Kelsey Jayne Roth mcl em
Ricardo R. Sandoval
Jaylee Brooke Kai Shaner
Dynesha Javelle Smith mcl
Sophie Lin Stokes scl
Zoey Ray Swanger mcl
Kayahna La’Shae Thomas
Shelby Ann Thomas
Zoe Marie Thorson
Bradley Samuel Tonn
Aisha Marliann True
Kaitlin Diana Vallier
Sophie Lin Stokes scl
Zoey Ray Swanger mcl
Kayahna La’Shae Thomas
Shelby Ann Thomas
Zoe Marie Thorson
Bradley Samuel Tonn
Aisha Marliann True
Kaitlin Diana Vallier
Hannah Danielle Wampler
Jacob David Woodard scl
Nicole Rose Woods scl
Layla Nicole Yanez
Isabell Yunji Yi scl
Jamaica Samone Young cl em

All names were candidates as of May 6, 2024. Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of the academic requirements.
BACHELOR OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

Betelhem G. Adege
Chaunessie Ahmed
Halla Gloria Ahovissi
Apeu Peter Akol
Hadia Alacha
Shyla Sarahi Alvarado
Robert Richard Andersen
Awissi Sonia Anigbe
Alivia Claire Anthony
Addison Armbrust
Mo Htae Aung
James Austad
Dillon Bannan
Emily Elizabeth Bard
Alma M. Barrera-Roman
Quincy Randolph Bates
Nicholas Hal Beebe
Kylie Brinn Black
Korey Alicia Blackman
Rylee Theresa Bonafilia
Allison Kay Bonar
Jillian Leigh Bone
Daya Antonia Michelle Barges
Raven Mag’gie Boyland
Kennedy Sue Bragg scl
Emilee Kathleen Braun
Allison Jaye Brown
Christopher William Brown
King Horace Jon Brown
Caenis Jay Bryan
Brendan Bussinger scl em*
Tahj Jamal Butler
David Matthew Carlson
Tim Carlson
Jason Carper mcl
Nicole Amy Carroll cl
Logan Mitchell Christensen
Paula Marie Christians
HyoJoo Chung
Mary D. Chuel
Anjelika Rayne Ciesielczyk
Heather Victoria Connor
Cameron Cornelius
Jacqueline Cortez mcl
Jake William Covey
Sarah Kathleen Crook
Lyndsey Alyth Daberkow mcl
Steven Dewald
Sayer Allan Diederich
Jaime Lila Donovan
Alicia Drahota
Matthew Michael Dreher cl em
Haley A. Duncanson
Weston Todd Duncanson
Rebecca Morgan Eshelman mcl
Ariana Ruby Espinoza
Kaitlyn Ciera Everson
McKenna Ann Evert
Taryn Lee Fickes
Jessica Figueroa Garcia
Agnes Arlette Monique Flamen Dunlop
Abby Jo Flanagan mcl em
Christina Rose Frazell scl
Miranda Nicole Fullen
Emma Gardner mcl
Aaron-Joshua Gebert
Michael Alan Giese
Matt William Goetzmann
Zachary Andreas Goodman
Alexys Cheyenne Goodwin
Sotonye-Julia May Green
Cole Patrick Griesman
Kathryn E. Grohs
Nicholas John Grossi
Mailei Amber Gruber cl em
Tyler Alexander Hamilton
Corey Alan Luke Hannan
Cassandra Harrell cl em
Cori Jolynn Harris
Daric Heard
Kohl Herboldsheimer
Malia Hinz-Peterson
Devin Devenski Hurdle
Michael Dwaine Huscher
Jocelyn Paige Huston
Badawiya Issifou-Samarou scl em
Alexandra Jacks
Emily Jamal scl em
Colleen Joan Jenkinson
David Jimenez
Jesus Jimenez
Carly Madison Jones
Colin Ross Jorgensen
Maruki Kawahara
Emily R. Keating cl
Dakota William Kelley
Nila Kelley
Kaela Rose Martin Kelley
Austin Michael Kennedy
Marketa Kennedy
Taimeca L. Kerr
Madeline Elizabeth Kirchofer
Catherine Adele Kopti cl em
Mary Krause
Joseph John Kudirka
David Scott Lang
Breanna N. Leibert
Michael Matthew Loutzenhiser cl em
Camden Wade Lowman
Jennifer Nicole Lutz
Mitchell David Mann
Nairoby Manriquez Rojas mcl
Jessica Martinez
Elizabeth Martino
Julie Ann Maynard-Tanga
Han McClelland Wagoner
Adam James McGauvran
Marcello Kathryn McGuire
Astrid Dasy Mejia Ordenez
Kamryn Elaine Meyer mcl
Abbigail Mae Mick
Sydney Marie Miller mcl
Lorelei Mize
David Owen Mucha
Michael David Mulvey
Jackson Munchrath
Joshua Allan Napora mcl
Jeff Taylor Needham cl
Jake Matthew Neppel
Christi Newell
Eliana Abeni Nichols
Anastasiia V. Nikulochkina mcl
Polina B. Nikulochkina mcl
Mackenzie Jo Norton
Kennedy Cohoe Nowak
Shemar D. Nutt
Shanel O’Brien
Eliezor Ocampo
Tanner Timothy Olmstead mcl
Gerardo Joel Osorio Barrios
Aaron Ross Owens
Eleza Shanise Parker
Jordan Anthony Parker
Russell Parris
Melissa D. Payne
Claire Reece Raegan Peterson
Mercedes Nichole Phillips
Anthony Louis Polley
Sumayyah Bint Fa’iz Rab
Lindsay Ann Radia
John Michael Re
Aubrianne Rutledge Rice
Miroslava Salazar Portillo
Bradley Allen Salinas
Brent James Sampson
Mia Caeli Sanchez
Sydney Paige Schill
Christopher Allen Schiltz
K’lena Schnack
Andre Lamont Sessions Jr
Katie Shadlow
Shebli Iyanna Shaw
Mary Kathleen West Smart
Joshua M. Smith
Faith Jeannette Sorlie
Meghan Elizabeth Spellman
Melody Gayle Spenner
Cashius Owen Stanford
Angel Marie Steadman
Christopher Richard Steffen
Jennifer Anna Suing
Ainsley Rayne Sullivan
Breyan Lamont Surratt
Katherine Marie Elizabeth Swanson
Ashlie Sykora-Pappas
Laura Marie Tague
Antonio Tejeda
Samantha M. Tellez-Avila
Christian Richard Thomas
LaFonda Lia Thomas
Clayton Codey James Tichy
Harlowe Tipton
Susan J. Toms
Keana Ryel Tutanes
Eden Victoria Twyford
Maida Lidia Uribe
Evie Jane Vandenbarg
Yajaira Irma Villagomez
Sarah Voss
Nia Malika Wafer
Cole James Walker
Devin Antoine Washington
Nathan AJ Weibel
Casey Elaine Wells
Brent Chris Wetterstrom
Neil Michael Whitaker
Araya Wilson
Katherine Jo Wolfe
Trevor Wood
Isaiah Workman
Glenna Leigh Wyscarver
Alexa Noelle Young
Nicole LaShawn Young

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SOCIAL WORK

Delsi Odalis Aldana Guerra
Clarissa Alvarez
Jordan Tyrell Coleman
Monica Godinez
Kirk Ray Lancelot Henningsen
Kailie Hoffmann
Maddison Jo Ingram
Taban John Jock
Emily Erin Lacy
Kaela Jade Lorenzen
Lexi Marie Marsh
Shadybeth Michell Martinez Castillo
Ashley Lizzette Moreno
Zachary Oja
Liv Ozenbaugh
Andrea Renee Palmer
Alayah Paw
Danielle Dawn Peterson
Sydney Nicole Sells
Mu Kaw Shee
Nyaruot James Teng
Aislyn Nicole Tyler

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AVIATION

Jack Anderson
Carter Anthony Beran
Edward Steven Berger
Andrew Briggs

Preston Paul Cedergren
Joshua Chipman
Jonathan Leo Corey
Tyler Michael Craft
Alex Jordan Docken
Anayeli Dominguez
Jeric Garalde Dullesco
Sidnee Marie Fuller
Marcus Frank Gross III
Tyler Matthew Haney
Tomas Joel Kathol
Joshua David Witt Kohrell
Kaden Quinn Krauth
Taiga Kuromatsu
Julian Lepe
Lucas Richard Lynes
Spencer Travis Olson
Adrian Pico Del Villar
Wesley Nathan Rademacher
Grant Michael Richter-Egger
John Paul Rolfson
Matthew James Rolfson
Rurito Saito
Thomas Gates Salisteau
Evan Scholl
Natsuka Shingu
Carlee Jo Simonson
Eli Sommerich
Thaddeus Fabrizio Sucha
Brenden Michael Versaskas
Bradley Douglas Whitmore, Jr.
Michael James Worden
Rikuto Yamada

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Majed Ibrahim Almarhoon
Karla Vanessa Ayala
Hannah Elizabeth Boyd
Lauryn Elizabeth Burbridge
Caitlyn Mae Butz
Amanda Corinne Derrington
Rachel Leigh Faulkner
Xavier Michael Gaughan
Alyssa Grosse
Anthony Wayne Lave

Jonathan Martinez-Ramos

All names were candidates as of May 6, 2024. Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of the academic requirements.
WHAT’S NEXT AFTER GRADUATION?
CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION!

Dive deeper into your field of study with a graduate certificate, master’s, educational specialist, or doctoral degree that will get you to the next level in your career.

- Increase your earning potential in a competitive marketplace
- Flexible courses offered on-campus days, nights, and weekends, or online when it’s convenient for you
- Accredited research institution with nationally recognized faculty

[ GRADSTUDIES.UNOMAHA.EDU ]

MICROCREDENTIALS

Build upon your current degree with these short form courses that focus on in-demand skills that fill critical workforce gaps.

- Master relevant, highly sought-after skills from campus and industry leaders
- Experience coursework through a dynamic, online learning environment
- Unlock digital badges to display new qualifications and achievements

[ ADVANCE.NEBRASKA.EDU/BROWSE/UNO ]

The University of Nebraska does not discriminate based on race, color, ethnicity, national origin, sex, pregnancy, sexual orientation, gender identity, religion, disability, age, genetic information, veteran status, marital status, and/or political affiliation in its education programs or activities, including admissions and employment. The University prohibits any form of retaliation being taken against anyone for reporting discrimination, harassment, or retaliation for otherwise engaging in protected activity. 127400139529
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

All names were candidates as of May 6, 2024. Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of the academic requirements.

Brandan Bruce McClanahan
Jesse Shendly McVean
Andrew Thomas Niewohner scl
Nyien Kyaw Oo cl
Angela Louise Shomper
Paw Ku Tee cl

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GERONTOLOGY

Mirha Alikic
Grace Elizabeth Hoepker mcl
Laura Paige Martin
KariAnne Cherise Moslander scl
Rylie Kate Marie Powell scl
Araceli Soto Mayo

COLLEGE OF INFORMATION SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Jean-Jacques Gerardson Valdes Akpakoun scl
Henri Allou
Porter Douglas Asche mcl
Joseph Hamilton Barkley
Lauren Rae Bertelsen
Arber Biqku
Hailey Ellen Bixler scl*
Samuel James Bloomingdale cl
Lee James Buhrmann
Parker Douglas Christiansen
Joshua Temiloluwa Davies mcl
Regan Nicole Delp scl
Shane Andrew Ellis scl
Jacob Finley cl
George Flott
Ian David Fuelberth mcl
Ryan Patrick Gaughen
Mariana Corina Gibson
Jaden Taylor Hagen
Harrison Hausman mcl
Matthew Patrick Haynes scl
Jacob William Thomas Henrich
Jake Sajan Jacob mcl
Deveshi Jakhar
Noah N. Jorgenson
Jenoa BreB Jergens mcl
Christian M. Kolb
Abdoul H. Latoundji scl
Mark Anthony Lopez
Travis McMahon
Ryan McMaster mcl
Jackson Medlin
Kirsten Grace Medlin mcl
Elias Mendyk
Ben Monday
Jalen Nathan Moore
Connor William Moorhous scl*
Camden Daniel Murphy mcl
Jackson Thomas Myers mcl
Kieran John Nebel
Eli James Niebaum scl
Shun Odaki
Arthur Parody
Nathan Perkins
Brett Phelps
Wesley A. Philipson
Suraj Poudel mcl
Abdul Qahar Rahmanzai
Christopher Kevin Recinos cl
Selvi Singh Rhode
Evan Jay Riley scl
Jacob Rohrich mcl
Anna Lynn Rue mcl
Claire Lillian Schweikert mcl
Joshua Scott Shadbolt cl
Sara Faith Shinn
Fredric Wilson Shope
Zachary Tyler Simms
Nathan Michael Stone
Paige Ann Struthers scl
Isabella Marie Stuthiet
Travis Swartzendruber mcl
Colin Thomas Tomcak mcl
Maxim Michael Trenhaile
Philip Zackary Turner
Ethan Wagner
Casey Wallace
Joseph A. Williams
Meng Xia cl
Nicholas Alexander Yule
Parker James Zbylut mcl

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Casey John Becker mcl
Bryson Michael Cash
Junior Louis Dernier
Evelyn Danelly Espinoza-Macias
Thaddeus Bartley Fonck
Anil Gajmer cl
Elliott Wayne Gates
Armando Gonzalez-Godinez
Parker Gornick cl
Aiden Gee Hruska
Zachary Milo Irwin
Adah Javier
Hilkija Kalmogo
Daniel Joseph Lechnowsky mcl
Chotika Limpanarak
Alex Timothy Moore cl
Kareem Mohammad Rahmanzai mcl
Mohammad Nazeer Rahy mcl em
Danilo E. Ramirez
Miles Brandon Stafford
Cole Douglas Svensen
Jill Suzanne Torkelson
John Winchester
Sharon Kay Zimmerman mcl

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CYBERSECURITY

Hamood Alkindi
Saleh Ibrahim M Al Shuraim
Arber Biqku
Anthony Michael Boone scl
Jacob Matthew Braddy scl
Luis Angel Cardenas-Ayala
Logan Antonin Flamn Dunlop scl
Moayad Mohammed Harakati mcl
Abdoul H. Latoundji cl
Zachary Wayne Maczynski mcl
Ax Matthew Martinelli
Alex Emilio Matzar
Tyler Scott McCoid cl
Heriberto Ramirez-Gonzalez
Christian Michael Redler scl
Bryan Rodriguez
Blake Schroeder
Andre Smith

All names were candidates as of May 6, 2024. Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of the academic requirements.
Nathan Michael Stone
Casey Wallace
Andrew Whitaker
Andrei Zhuromski

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN IT INNOVATION
Michelle Julsen
Aedan Patrick Leahy
Adan Misaol Quinones
Dianna Rose Sledge
Morrell May Waters

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION,
FINE ARTS AND MEDIA
BACHELOR OF ARTS
IN COMMUNICATION
Peyton Cain Holubeck
Nathan William Lemon
Maureen Therese Pieper
Jonah Max Werthmann

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ART HISTORY
Ashley Antonine Fouche
Jane Elizabeth Knudson
Kimberly Lyn Marx
Deanna Sobczyk

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MUSIC
Gabriel Alexander Aldrich
Paige Elizabeth Benak
Vignesh Sankaran Ganesan
Cole Jarett Kempcke
Jackson John Klingenberg
Emma Grace Krehbiel
Jack Joseph McGowan
Promise Moore-Saufley
Leviathan Noxvil
Fay Lee Porter
John Schnelker
Madison Claire Stark
Anders Jarell Tysnes Rosay
Stephan Vela
Erica Collin Wilkins
Nathan Calvert Wolf

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN STUDIO ART
Kyle Borchers
Sydney Grace Brichacek
Corrie Lynn Edens
Elliot Jay Greve
Grace Elizabeth Habrock
Lily Magdalyn Jensen
Isabel Johnson
Olivia Rose Johnson
Reilly Johnson
Taylor Nicole Johnson
Jeffrey Duane Mack
Karina Mendoza
Harry Andrew Miller
Nadia Gabrielle Montalvo
Keira Nevius
Irelynd Kincaid Pearson
Trevor Michael Sayre
Haidyn Kimber SOSalla-Bahr
Breanna Marie Strunc
Ellie Thu Tran
Nathan Rey Unger
Jasmine Uriostegui Rivera
Michelle Vega

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THEATRE
Alice Elizabeth Baker
Amanda Nicole Overfield
Brooke Elizabeth West

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Kendra Renee Boyd
Ariel Odel Carrillo
Payton Bailey Carstens
Justin Marshall Cunningham
Rebecca Morgan Eshelman
Luke Simon Koesters
Anthony Ochoa
Kayla Ryan
George Marshall Stevens
Ben Patrick Wenzl
James Andrew Wilson

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Yasmine Hesham Elrefaie
Anna Elizabeth Freivogel
Lilianna Merie Gimse
McKenna Leigh Hendricks
Sam Howdle
Cora Lynn Kirby
Emery Schuyler Grace Leitch
Kali Faye Matz
Steven Daniel Pruss
Alanna Marie Wooden

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN COMMUNICATION
Robert Badura
Aiden Bobba
Sophia Christina Boro
Jerome Lee Bradford Sorensen
Jayden Elaine Cates
Benjamin Michael Copeland
Connor Jimmy Crandall
Matthew Alan Denny
Cassandra Elizabeth Dent
Josue Garcia
Suleyma Beatriz Garcia Mendez
Tyrone Allen Harper III
Allyson Paige Havenridge
Deytin Inserra
Joel Douglas Irvin
Jaele Madeline Johnson
Clint Raymond Kempnich
Anna Catherine JianYi Kollmeyer
Keely Marie Krajeski
Isabella Kathleen Larsen
Emily Nguyen
Elizabeth Danielle Pace
Abigail Colleen Plouzek
Sharee Lechristi Powers
Anne’ Lavonne Richardson
Christopher Joseph Rios
Alejandro M. Robles-Rudol
Marisela Jasmin Rodriguez
Abigail Carolyn Russman
Ariel Jaye Smith
Gabrielle Sorensen
Lindsay Ann Tague
Lillian Rose Tiemeyer
Emem Ukpe
Nicholas David Vacek
Xitlally Michelle Velasco-Urrutia
Hannah Marie Wheelock
Sophie Elizabeth Wratclhford
A university is not bricks and mortar, not solely bricks and mortar.

It is flesh and bone, dreams and reality, promise and fulfillment.

Its totality is too broad for canvas, too elusive for print.

It has moods and ages, like a person. Its seasons are all growing seasons and the harvests ever secure.

A university is, above all, an experience. It exists in the hearts and minds of those who draw from its wisdom and add to its reputation.

A university is a place, yes, but a place of the spirit.

It is described, forever after, by its family, not as architecture, but as personality and precept and conversion.

A university is what its alumni have become.

They are its voice to the world.

Some alumni achieve headlines, bear titles, manage corporations, represent constituents, build, create, publicize, minister, protect, teach.

Some labor less conspicuously, contributing from the depths of their talents, fostering understanding, transmitting appreciation.

They speak for us, our alumni. And they speak well.

*The Late Robert T. Reilly, UNO Professor Emeritus*
ONCE A MAVERICK,
ALWAYS A MAVERICK.

The University of Nebraska does not discriminate based on race, color, ethnicity, national origin, sex, pregnancy, sexual orientation, gender identity, religion, disability, age, genetic information, veteran status, marital status, and/or political affiliation in its education programs or activities, including admissions and employment. The University prohibits any form of retaliation being taken against anyone for reporting discrimination, harassment, or retaliation for otherwise engaging in protected activity. The University of Nebraska at Omaha will be taking pictures at this event for use in advertising and other promotional materials, whether in print, electronic, or other media. 0059PRGMMC0524